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EDITOR’S NOTE
Facilitating Faculty Success by Recognizing the Disparate Impacts of the
Pandemic
Mangala Subramaniam*
Purdue University

At the time of writing this note, it is about 21 months since the March 2020 lockdown of
Purdue’s campus because of the COVID-19 pandemic. Since then, we shifted from all virtual
interactions, classes, and events to the in-person mode with clear guidelines from Protect Purdue.
While we continue to encounter the unknown, including dealing with the sparse details regarding
the most recent COVID variant, Omicron, we are constantly adjusting our lives and navigating
spaces. The ongoing uncertainty is taking a toll on people across the world. Yet, many of us are
finding ways to connect with each other virtually, by practicing social distancing, or meeting in
outside spaces (which is likely to become difficult in the winter).
At the Butler Center, we pivoted to a hybrid mode of delivery in fall 2020. While most events
included live-streaming as an option with the typical in-person attendance, an exception was the
conference for assistant professors in fall 2021. The conference combined in-person attendance
and live virtual participation which required greater attention to detail, including monitoring the
virtual platform. The conference theme, Institutional Resources to Soar to Promotion, was also
well integrated into the keynote by Lynn Pasquerella, President, Association of American
Colleges and Universities. Pasquerella wove her discussion of the rhetoric of overt, conscious
sexism with the satirical dramedy, The Chair, the Netflix series which covers the trials and
tribulations of Ji-Yoon Kim, a recently appointed chair of the English Department at the fictional
Pembroke University. The series reveals the ways in which gendered norms of leadership are
confounded with the stereotypes of Asian Americans as being “less vocal, less assertive, and
lacking in social skills and leadership potential” (p. 8). As Pasquerella notes in her keynote
address, which is included in this issue, “These prejudices work against those seeking leadership
roles, inside and outside of the academy and foster the exclusion of Asian Americans from
informal power networks tied to promotion into the leadership ranks” (p. 8).
In addition to pivoting to a hybrid mode for several events in fall 2021, the Butler Center’s
Support Circle that started as a pilot in 2020 continues in 2021-22 with the Women’s Global
Health Institute (WGHI) as a collaborator. The Support Circle was created in recognition of a
need for supporting faculty by enabling spaces for sharing experiences and mitigating feelings of
isolation. The Support Circle is the focus of a special section in this issue. In addition to tracing
Corresponding Author: Mangala Subramaniam, Susan Bulkeley Butler Center for Leadership
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the genesis of the Circle (Subramaniam and Zanotti), the section includes two articles developed
from presentations made at the support circle sessions in 2020-21. The first article by Foli
discusses the ways she used trauma-informed educational practices in her graduate nursing class
and the implications this approach may have for other scholars/teachers. This is particularly
relevant as nurses serve as frontline workers during the pandemic, but it also speaks to the
challenges with peoples’ mental fortitude. Sagar, in the second article, examines the approaches
to mentoring and the pros and cons of the various models – hierarchically based mentoring,
dyadic mentoring, group mentoring, and peer mentoring – particularly for foreign born and
domestic underrepresented faculty.
Mentoring is one of many factors that influence the success of faculty of color and especially
women of color faculty. The Butler Center has been attentive to mentoring beyond the
conventional within unit approach by continuing to strengthen and expand the Coaching and
Resource Network (CRN). The first phase of the expansion- addition of five new CRN members
– will be completed by spring 2022. Additionally, faculty mentoring is one of the two topics that
will be pursued by the Provost’s Advisory Committee on Diversity and Inclusion (ACDI) in
spring 2022. I am chairing this mentoring sub-group to discuss faculty mentoring and develop
best practices. Coaching, supporting, and advocating for faculty of color is key for their success.
It also means recognizing the varying life experiences of faculty.
Recognizing the need for incorporating the varying experiences of women of color in
educational materials is central to the article by David and Coates. Relying on analysis of case
studies used as part of business school pedagogy, David and Coates note that Black and Hispanic
people are underrepresented in business school teaching cases, while White non-Hispanic people
are overrepresented. Additionally, Asian people are overrepresented in cases featuring real
protagonists, and underrepresented in those with fake or anonymized protagonists. Such
representation of reality impacts students of both, underrepresented and dominant groups.
Preparing students to lead in a multicultural environment is incumbent on institutions of higher
education. This is relevant in a growing global labor market in which even academics have also
been motivated to migrate across countries.
Focusing on the regional migration of academics – from Germany to the UK – Samarsky
documents the motivations and experiences of German academics who moved to positions in UK
institutions and finds that many have enjoyed systemic advantages and a privileged position
within the British labor market. At the same time the study participants manage stressful
situations, family-related responsibilities, and address unexpected challenges related to such
academic mobility. This further shows that inequities existed in academic spaces even before the
pandemic; they are now exacerbated.
Overall, as I mentioned above, this issue of the Working Paper Series is being finalized as we all
continue to navigate the challenges and stress from the ongoing pandemic as well as the
disparate effects on women and underrepresented groups. None of this changed substantially in
the U.S. despite months into the pandemic and was confirmed again in a formal study. The
productivity of faculty members, especially women, continues to decline due to shifting demands
on faculty time, effort, and priorities. And without meaningful acknowledgement and
interventions, the trend is likely to continue. Under these circumstances, equity must be
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imperative in all our endeavors including review of faculty members (Riley and Subramaniam
2021).
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On “Kiddo,” and Kiddos: Plagues, Permission Structures, and Women’s
Progress in Academic Leadership
Lynn Pasquerella*
Association of American Colleges and Universities
Last December, a month after President Biden’s election as the 46th president of the United
States, former American Scholar editor Joseph Epstein created a firestorm with his vitriolic
opinion piece in the Wall Street Journal calling upon Dr. Jill Biden to jettison the use of her
academic title. The now infamous column began:
Madame First Lady -Mrs. Biden – Jill - kiddo: a bit of advice on what may seem like a
small, but I think is a not unimportant matter. Any chance you might drop the ‘Dr.’
before your name? ‘Dr. Jill Biden’ sounds and feels fraudulent, not to say a touch comic.
Your degree is, I believe, an Ed.D., a doctor of education, earned at the University of
Delaware through a dissertation with the unpromising title ‘Student Retention at the
Community College Level: Meeting Students’ Needs.’ A wise man once said that no one
should call himself ‘Dr.’ unless he has delivered a child. Think about it, Dr. Jill, and
forthwith drop the doc (Epstein 2020).
Epstein’s patronizing, misogynistic attack was infused with an elitism from academia’s tweedy
past - a time when the ivory tower, as a willful disconnect from the practical matters of everyday
life, was reserved for White men of privilege, and the mark of excellence was how many
students were turned away or fell victim to a prevailing sink or swim mentality.
It comes as no surprise, then, that Epstein’s attribution of an erosion of standards in the academy
and the subsequent diminishing of the prestige a Ph.D. once held coincides with the time when
colleges and universities began opening their doors to women and students of color. The racial
overtones of his sexist commentary are further evidenced in his lament that the prestige of an
honorary doctorate, of which he is a recipient, has declined even further. According to Epstein,
“Political correctness has put paid to any true honor an honorary doctorate may once have
possessed. If you are ever looking for a simile to denote rarity, try ‘rarer than a contemporary
university honorary-degree list not containing an African-American woman’” (Epstein 2020).
When the Wall Street Journal was barraged with letters of complaint, including demands that
Paul Gigot, the editorial page editor, issue a retraction of the piece, apologize to Jill Biden, and
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resign, his response instead was to accuse the Biden team of launching a strategic identity
politics campaign aimed at appealing to the “political censors in media and academe” and
sending a “message to critics as it prepares to take power.” Otherwise, he questions, “Why go to
such lengths to highlight a single op-ed on a relatively minor issue?” (Gigot 2020).
Epstein’s invective and the editor’s unapologetic dismissal are emblematic of a new permission
structure in contemporary society that dramatically undermines both women’s leadership and
their humanity while reinforcing racial hierarchies. Nowhere was this foundational societal
change more apparent than during the 2016 presidential campaign. As President Obama’s former
political advisor David Simas observed at the time:
Until recently, religious institutions, academia, and media set out the parameters of
acceptable discourse, and it ranged from the unthinkable to the radical to the acceptable
to policy. The continuum has changed. Had Donald Trump said the things he said during
the campaign eight years ago - about banning Muslims, about Mexicans, about the
disabled, about women - his Republican opponents, faith leaders, academia would have
denounced him and there would be no way around those voices. Now, through Facebook
and Twitter, you can get around them. There is social permission for this kind of
discourse. Plus, through the same social media, you can find people who agree with you,
who validate these thoughts and opinions. This creates …. a sense of social affirmation
for what was once thought unthinkable (Remnick 2016).
Permission structures offer psychological and emotional gateways for people to adopt certain
beliefs and justify specific behaviors. President Trump fostered social permission for overt
sexism throughout his 2016 campaign, linking male dominance to political legitimacy by
consistently making sexist comments, deriding women as sexual objects, insulting them based on
their physical appearance or bodily functions, accusing them of being “nasty,” and comparing
them to dogs, pigs, and other “disgusting animals.” Consider just two such comments: Referring
to rival Republican presidential candidate Carly Fiorina, Trump remarked, “Look at that face.
Would anybody vote for that? Can you imagine that, the face of our next president? I mean,
she’s a woman, and I’m not supposed to say bad things, but really, folks, come on. Are we
serious?” And about his Democratic opponent Hillary Clinton, he asks, “If Hillary Clinton can’t
satisfy her husband, what makes her think she can satisfy America?” When challenged on the
sexist nature of his comments, the former president responded by appealing to his populist base
with the defense that he “doesn’t have time for political correctness, neither does America.”
(Zimmerman 2015).
President Trump’s attempts to repudiate charges of sexism as politically correct handwringing
belies the fact that the impact of such comments extend well beyond psychic harm to the
individuals at which they are directed. Indeed, studies show that women who are bystanders to
sexist comments directed at other women report greater levels of anxiety, depression, and
hostility as well as diminished self-esteem, measured by how well they evaluate their own
performance and abilities following an incident (Chaudoir and Quinn 2010). And with the advent
of the Internet, girls and women are bystanders to such rhetoric in larger numbers than ever
before.
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The consequence, as Michele Obama notes, has been “taking American women back to a much
darker time that we thought we had left behind. A time when your body was much more
important than your mind. And a far darker time still for women of color, many of whose roots in
the US date back to a time when their ancestors were literally their masters’ property (Slaughter
2016).” For New America Foundation’s president Anne-Marie Slaughter, an additional downside
of this return to the overt, conscious sexism of the past is that “it obscures the subconscious
sexism of the present; the bias of men and women who think they know better (Slaughter 2016).”
The salience of her insights is magnified when considered in relation to research conducted by
Jolyn Dahlvig and Karen Longman (2020), which reveals that “the extent to which societies at
large (macro-level) perpetuate gender stereotypes impacts how organizations (meso-level) enact
gender norms, and ultimately shapes the ways women envision themselves as leaders (microlevel).”
These factors, as played out in academia, are showcased brilliantly in the first season of the
Netflix series The Chair. Let me warn you that spoilers will follow. While this satirical dramedy
has been criticized by some for representing the one percent in academia and reinscribing
conservative portrayals of colleges and universities as bastions of liberal progressivism aimed at
fostering the next generation of snowflakes - social justice warriors, who melt at the slightest
abrasion of their sensibilities - it has received critical acclaim by many academics who recognize
themselves in the story of Ji-Yoon Kim, recently appointed chair of the English Department at
the fictional Pembroke University.
Played by Sandra Oh, the character of Ji-Yoon demonstrates, first and foremost, the gendered
scrutiny centered on a likability test that female leaders at all levels and all types of institutions
undergo - a test from which men are often exempt. Characterized as a lower-tier Ivy, like many
colleges across the country, Pembroke University is suffering from budget constraints and the
need to allocate scarce resources. Declining enrollments and decreased funding for the
humanities have led the dean to ask the new chair to come in and solve both the financial and
reputational problems of a floundering English department by pressuring senior faculty with high
salaries and low enrollments to retire, while responding to donor pressure to hire someone from
outside of the academy who brings star power for a distinguished lectureship. These leadership
challenges, grounded in the dean’s enjoinder to bring the department “into the twenty-first
century” must be managed alongside Ji-Yoon’s own desire to mentor and shepherd a young,
dynamic African American female faculty member, Dr. Yasmin “Yaz” McKay, through the
tenure process.
During her conversations with Yaz, Ji-Yoon confesses, “I feel like someone handed me a ticking
time bomb because they wanted to make sure a woman was holding it when it explodes.”
Through this comment, Ji-Yoon offers the classic account of the glass cliff phenomenon in
which, after a long line of men, women are given a chance at leadership only in moments of
crisis, where the risk of failure is highest. In fact, not only are women more likely than men to
accept and occupy positions that have a higher risk of failure, but women are also less likely to
be given second chances after they fail.
From the outset, gendered norms of leadership are on display in The Chair as Ji-Yoon is referred
to by her male colleagues at their first department meeting of the semester as “our first lady
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chair” and instructed by them to sit at the head of the table rather take her place among them.
Immediately, authoritarian, autocratic approaches to leadership are expected and Ji-Yoon’s
inclinations toward collaborative, authentic leadership are contested. Her sincere efforts to build
relationships with others, listen to their experiences, and instill a sense of connectedness through
compassionate, mission-driven leadership, founded on self-awareness and genuineness, are
viewed as weaknesses to be overcome. Her senior colleagues want her to be tough-minded in
advocating for their needs against the administration, of which she is now a part, eschewing the
communal characteristics associated with women and women’s leadership that have proven
effective in achieving long-term goals.
The initial reactions of Ji-Yoon’s colleagues to her leadership demonstrate the ways in which the
masculine ideal of the good leader as a competitive agent - an ideal that reinforces sexism creates a double bind for women. As Crystal Hoyt and Jim Blascovich (2007) have illustrated,
the agentic qualities of confidence, control, assertiveness, emotional toughness, and
achievement-oriented aggressiveness posited as necessary for effective leadership are considered
incompatible with women’s styles of leadership. Whereas male leaders are expected to focus on
task achievement and performance outcomes, women leaders are expected to build consensus
and focus on interpersonal relations and work satisfaction. When individuals act counter to these
stereotypical expectations, they are judged to be less effective as leaders. Applying the theory of
role congruity with respect to the appropriateness of male and female behavior, researchers have
discovered that in cases of incongruity between group stereotypes and the social role in which
members of the group are engaged, women in leadership roles are judged more harshly (Hoyt
and Blascovich 2007).
This role incongruity around gender expectations regarding Sandra Oh’s character is confounded
with expectations arising from stereotypes around Asian Americans as the “model minority.”
The perception of Asian Americans as smart, competent, and hardworking is accompanied by the
view that they are less vocal, less assertive, and lacking in social skills and leadership potential.
These prejudices work against those seeking leadership roles, inside and outside of the academy
and foster the exclusion of Asian Americans from informal power networks tied to promotion
into the leadership ranks.
Dahlvig and Longman (2020) consider the detrimental impact of perceptions of role congruity on
women’s leadership in relation to Claude Steele’s groundbreaking work on stereotype threat—
“[a] social‐psychological threat that arises when one is in a situation or doing something for
which a negative stereotype about one’s group applies. This predicament threatens one with
being negatively stereotyped, with being judged or treated stereotypically, or with the prospect of
conforming to the stereotype.” The consequence, they uncover, is greater unwillingness of
women, particularly women of color, to risk taking on leadership roles.
Still, Ji-Yoon is convinced that she can make a difference for the English faculty and their
students, beginning with her two female departmental colleagues at opposite ends of their careers
- alternately representing their field’s imminent death by suicide and the possibility of
resurrection through replacing the canon with current intellectual trends. While Yaz, a celebrated
teacher and innovative scholar, who analyzes American literature through the lenses of both
feminism and Critical Race Theory, is in the throes of her tenure application, Joan Hambling, a
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professor of medieval literature and Chaucer is under pressure to retire. With a dormant
scholarship program and poorly attended classes, Joan is first introduced to viewers in the
aftermath of learning that her office has been moved to the basement of the student athletic
center. Joan and Yaz’s narratives, interwoven with Ji-Yoon’s, foreground the persistent barriers
for women leaders in the academy in a manner both comic and tragic.
On the first day of class, Yaz announces her office hours to a packed room of students with the
proviso, “but you can come to see me any time because I practically live here.” Her invitation
signals the routineness of pre-tenured faculty (who are disproportionately women) carrying
heavy teaching, grading, and advising loads, often for introductory or general education courses
with large numbers of first-year students. Being new to college or operating outside of their
preferred field of study, these students require the most faculty investment to succeed and may
view pre-tenured faculty either as mother figures, as the only one available to mentor them, or as
representing hoops they must to jump through to graduate (Park 1996).
Such work is considered the least prestigious at many institutions and has a significant impact on
women’s career advancement opportunities. Moreover, in their recent study on gendered and
racialized perceptions of faculty workloads, Joya Misra and her team reveal that faculty
workload inequities have important consequences for faculty diversity and inclusion. Examining
responses from 947 faculty across 53 departments at 22 institutions, the researchers sought to
gain insights into workload inequities as one of the primary barriers for promotion and
advancement of women and faculty of color (Misra et al. 2021).
The study confirmed that while male faculty tend to focus on research and publications, female
faculty balance research with broader attention to teaching, mentoring, and service. Because
existing reward structures value research and securing grant funds above all else, White men
have a greater chance of earning promotions. Under the circumstances, White women were more
likely to view the workload distribution as inequitable compared to White men. Misra further
emphasizes that the workload burden is more pronounced for faculty of color due to “identity
taxes,” which translate into greater participation in mentorship and community group work
(Misra et al. 2021). Over the past year and a half, faculty of color on college campuses have been
called upon to help students navigate the dual pandemics of COVID-19 and racism, which
manifested in the disparately negative impact of the virus on Black, Latinx and Indigenous
communities; a surge of high-profile acts of anti-Black violence by police officers; and antiAsian sentiments and hate crimes. Black, Asian, and other faculty of color are being asked to
speak to students, communities, and the media about these issues - work that takes time, is
psychologically exhausting, and is undervalued in traditional tenure and promotion processes
(McCoy and Lee 2021).
The invisibility of this work constitutes a form of microaggression, which has led to women of
color feeling undervalued - a sentiment shared much less often by White men. Because workload
inequities can impact retention rates and career development, as well as increase burnout among
faculty members, institutional interventions to address them must be paramount. In The Chair,
the microaggressions against Yaz are highlighted, not only with respect to workload inequities,
but in the belittling comments and behavior of her senior White male colleague, Elliot Rentz.
Elliot shares Yaz’s specialization in American Literature, and he has been assigned to handle her
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tenure case. Yet, Elliot is unable to see beyond his own narrow viewing point, attributing
Professor McKay’s stellar teaching evaluations to her pandering to students and her approach to
research as inviting an evisceration of the very foundation upon which his career has been built.
When Ji-Yoon enlists Yaz to team teach with Elliot as a way of bolstering his enrollment and
allowing him to see Yaz in action, she correctly forecasts his treatment of her as a graduate
assistant. Elliot refuses to engage with Yaz as a colleague. Instead, his most extensive
conversation with her is around her dress at the departmental party.
After Yaz comes to realize, from a letter left behind in the copier, that Elliot is undermining her
chances at tenure, she confronts him, disclosing that her presence in their class is at the request
of the chair to help him retain his job and noting the short list for elimination he is on. Elliot
immediately goes to the other two retirement-age professors on the list from his department, and
it is through scrutinizing salary and enrollment numbers contained in the document that Joan
discovers the wage gap impacting so many women in academia.
Though Joan and her male colleague have each been there for 32 years, she learns that her salary
was $16,000 less than his when she was hired - a circumstance discussed by Lynne Ford (2016)
in her article “Two Steps Forward, One Step Back? Strengthening the Foundations of Women’s
Leadership in Higher Education.” Ford details the implications of replacing overt biases frequently addressed by policy or law, such as Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Title
IX of the Education Amendments Act of 1972 - with subtler biases embedded in normative
institutional rules and practices. Her analysis unveils the extent to which ostensibly genderneutral, universally applicable rules regarding hiring, tenure, promotion, salary negotiation, and
leadership opportunity are expressions of the gendered university, steeped in the anachronistic
model of the male as the primary breadwinner supported by a full-time caregiver at home.
For instance, when determining initial salary offers, now as then, women are judged based on
their actual accomplishments, while men’s worth is assessed in relation to their potential. In
addition, men are much more likely than women to seek another job offer as a means of
jockeying for a pay increase. The resulting wage disparities from such gendered policies and
practices continue to plague academia. According to the most recent report from the American
Association of University Professors (2020), women, especially women of color, lag far behind
men when it comes to earning power. Based on an analysis of the Integrated Postsecondary
Education Data System (IPEDS), researchers found that the salaries of full-time female faculty
members are about 81.2% of those earned by their male counterparts’, with women earning
$79,368 and men earning $97,738 per year on average (American Associate of University
Professors 2020).
When Joan visits the Title IX office to file a complaint, she conveys that the salary gap that
existed from the time of her initial appointment was exacerbated by power dynamics within the
department. As the sole female professor, she ended up doing twice the work, volunteering for
service while her male colleagues concentrated on their research - a situation that led to her never
going up for promotion to full professor. Because women’s work enables their male colleagues
to succeed in preferred tasks like research, there were incentives for Joan’s colleagues to keep
her in this lower-class, workhorse role because it freed them from the tasks they didn’t want to
do. The leaky pipeline within the academy, resulting from the circumstances Joan describes, is
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well documented. Women are less likely than men to achieve the rank of full professor, which is
often a requirement for service as department chair. The absence of leadership opportunities for
women at the earliest stages of their careers contributes to what Kate Berheide has called the
“sticky floor,” miring women in low-paying jobs with limited opportunities for moving sideways
or for upward mobility (Pasquerella and Clauss-Ehlers 2017).
The sticky floor is certainly one component contributing to the fact that the proportion of women
at the highest academic echelons is at odds with student demographics. According to research
conducted by the American Council on Education, women have earned more than half of all
baccalaureate degrees awarded since 1981 and half of all doctorates awarded since
2006. Nevertheless, while the percentage of female college presidents more than doubled
between 1986 and 2006, increasing from 9.5% to 23%, it increased to just 26.4% by 2011. Since
then, it has risen to 30%, with women of color making up a mere five percent. However, these
increases are due primarily to a growth in female presidencies at community colleges, which
now stands at 36% (American Council on Education 2017). Insofar as these variations in
percentages among leadership at institutional types is perceived as correlating with power,
money, and status, they are a reminder that cultural equity is not reducible solely to
representation and that organizational and institutional cultures often destabilize policies and
programs designed to foster diversity. The dearth of female role models in leadership positions at
all levels is a significant contributing factor to women’s slowed progress in attaining leadership
roles in academia.
Another, of course, is the adjunctification of the faculty. Adrianna Kezar and Arely Acuña’s
research draws attention to the ways in which gender inequities among faculty have grown over
the last several decades – even as women have attained more tenure-track positions – because the
actual percentage of such positions has declined substantially and most of the growth of women
in academia has been in non-tenure-track jobs, where such inequities are prominent. Women and
faculty of color are underrepresented in academia’s highest faculty positions, and
overrepresented in its more precarious ones. Although women make up 46.7% of full-time
faculty overall, among tenured and tenure-track professors, the higher the rank, the lower the
percentage of women. Female faculty make up 50% of assistant professors, 45% of associate
professors, and only 32.5% of full professors with tenure. In addition, the experience of nontenure-track faculty women differs from men in similar roles. Meanwhile, people of color make
up only 12.9% of full-time faculty members, despite making up 32.6% of the US population.
A mere 5.2% of full-time faculty members self-identify as Hispanic or Latinx and 6%
identify as Black or African American, even though they represent 17.5% and 12.7% of the
country’s population, respectively (Kezar and Acuña 2020).
Joan confronts these issues of pay equity against the backdrop of pressure from Ji-Yoon to pay
attention to student teaching evaluations and make improvements. Since women and faculty of
color are routinely rated lower by students on course evaluations, and assumptions about what
constitutes good teaching, research, and service, as well as the relative importance of each to
tenure and promotion processes, perpetuate masculine values and processes, these biases
negatively affect rates of tenure and promotion for women and faculty of color (Park 1996).
Despite demonstrated records of excellence, these biases also serve to undermine the confidence
of women and faculty of color. In The Chair, Joan decides to burn her course evaluations but
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subsequently enlists the help of a member of the IT staff to find out what her students are saying
about her on RateMyProfessors.com. Consistent with the results of a research study that applied
gender mapping to approximately 14 million reviews from the Internet site, Joan learns that the
sexualized comments about her contained on RateMyProfessors focus on her personality traits
and appearance (Schmidt 2015). Indeed, the study showed that gender is repeatedly constructed
through language and, because the authority and historical contributions of men are normalized,
women are more likely to be judged against male norms.
Ji-Yoon’s attempts to advocate for Joan and lead the department are complicated, and at times
thwarted, by her personal relationships. One of these is with Bill - a professor in her program. A
recent widower whose only child has just left for college, Bill has lapsed into alcoholism and
drug use. Yet soon after he starts pulling himself together, he becomes the center of a campus
controversy around White supremacy. Although he is a popular professor, students call him out
on his White privilege during a town forum in which he bungles an apology for satirically and
performatively giving a Nazi salute in the classroom for pedagogical purposes. Placed on leave
and barred from campus pending a hearing for dismissal, Bill spends his days babysitting JiYoon’s daughter, JuJu, who has been suspended from elementary school. Ji-Yoon worries about
whether she will be taken as seriously if her growing romantic relationship with Bill is
discovered. It is a concern amplified by an exchange between Bill and Ji-Yoon in which he says,
“I love it when you act like my boss.” Her exasperated response is “I am your boss” - something
she needs to prove over again with every word and deed.
However, it is in Ji-Yoon’s struggle to be a good mother while being a good leader that some of
the most profound challenges for women seeking leadership positions are highlighted. After
splitting with a long-time partner, Ji-Yoon tries for years to adopt a child. She is finally matched
with a little girl who has Mexican heritage. In her efforts to ensure that JuJu is exposed to her
birth culture, Ji-Yoon comes up against her father, Hiba, who complains that JuJu refuses to
speak Korean and doesn’t know what he is saying. Hiba also doesn’t understand why, since her
promotion, Ji-Yoon must work more, not less. His distress grows when he is increasingly called
upon to provide care for JuJu while Ji-Yoon is at work, a situation common for women in the
absence of adequate childcare facilities and the continued scheduling of meetings before and
after school and daycare hours.
The interplay between Ji-Yoon and Hiba around his expectations regarding the time she will
spend away from work are a stark reminder of the fact that caregiving is not just about “kiddos.”
Women spend more time than men caring for children and elders and getting involved in
community service organizations. An estimated 66% of family caregivers for older persons are
female. The average elder caregiver is a 49-year-old woman who works outside the home and
provides 20 hours per week of unpaid care to her mother. And although men also assist, female
caregivers spend as much as 50% more time providing care than male caregivers. In the end,
elder caregiving reduces paid work hours for middle aged women by about 41% (Family
Caregiver Alliance 2015).
In the academy, being married and having children tend to boost the careers of men and slow or
stop those of women. From the start, women with children in academia pay a penalty given that
women without children are 33% more likely than women with children to secure tenure-track
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faculty positions. The same penalty is not paid by men. The fact is that men with young children
are 35% more likely to secure tenure-track positions than women with young children after
earning their Ph.D.s, and fathers surpass mothers by about 20% in securing tenure (Waxman and
Ipsa-Landa 2016). In The Chair, there is a reference to these disparities in a bedroom
conversation between Elliot and his wife, who reminds him that she was denied tenure because
she was juggling her teaching and research responsibilities with raising a family - something he
took for granted that she would do while he went up for tenure.
The writers of the show capture many of the real-life challenges around women’s leadership in
academia and gender inequities in work and parenting. However, what the show fails to address,
despite its timing, is the extent to which the pandemic has profoundly altered academic work for
all families and all faculty members, enhancing gender inequities at colleges and universities.
Eighty-two percent of working women have said that their lives have been disrupted by the
pandemic; and 70% of those are concerned that their career growth may be limited as a result
(Deloitte 2020). In October of 2020, there were 2.2 million fewer women in the labor force than
there were in the previous October, representing the lowest level since 1988 (U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics 2020). COVID-19 dramatically increased families’ childcare responsibilities,
disproportionately affecting mothers and undermining their careers and wellbeing. Pre-pandemic
gendered structures of paid work led many families to lean on mothers by default when the
pandemic hit. Gaps, within couples, in job types, pay, and work hours, led some mothers to do
more childcare and at-home instruction to protect their partners’ work as primary wage earners.
Women were more likely to be the only parent able to work fully remotely, leading to even
greater responsibilities. In addition, mothers were relied on more heavily even when both
partners were home full-time (Calarco et al. 2021).
As in many other sectors, women on college and university campuses have been more negatively
affected than their male counterparts. Throughout the pandemic, the majority of faculty,
regardless of gender, spent more time on teaching and service. Those who had caregiving
responsibilities at home decreased their research time markedly and reported amplified stress,
whereas those who did not have caregiving responsibilities saw no change or even a slight
increase in research productivity (Calarco et al. 2021). In addition, because women are more
likely to be in pre-tenured faculty roles, spend more time in the classroom, are more likely to be
engaged in the community, and are less likely to have protected time to work on research, they
reported higher levels of stress and lower research productivity. This stress was intensified due to
the emotional labor of supporting students during the transition to online learning and enhanced
roles as caregivers to their students (Fulweiler et al. 2021).
A study released in March 2021 by Ithaka S+R (Skinner, Betancourt and Wolff-Eisenberg 2021)
confirms that 63% of women caregivers experienced difficulties with time management, and
75% reported challenges balancing family, household, and work responsibilities. This compares
to 48% of male caregivers having concerns about time management and 61% identifying
difficulties balancing work, household, and family responsibilities. These results signal an
imbalance in the amount of labor that caregivers are engaged in by gender.
One differential impact has been in research productivity. Women and those caring for children
or other dependents spent less time than usual on research publications compared to men and
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those without caregiving responsibilities. Indeed, there was a 15 percentage-point gap between
caregivers and non-caregivers on a range of research products, with the largest gap between
women and men and caregivers and non-caregivers seen in the social sciences. With respect to
scholarly papers and draft manuscripts, there was a 14 percentage-point gender gap for social
science faculty compared with a six-percentage point gap for science faculty, and a threepercentage point gap for arts and humanities faculty. Similarly, the gap between caregivers and
non-caregivers is larger for social science faculty (15 percentage points) compared with science
faculty (three percentage points) when it came to producing primary source material, including
data, images, and media (Arora et al. 2021). Without mitigation, these gaps will have
longstanding impact on the advancement of women faculty and a reverberating impact on the
students they teach and advise.
Many universities have made good faith attempts to redress the impact of COVID-19 on
research productivity by allowing candidates to pause the tenure clock and by providing an
extra year or two to publish academic work. Nevertheless, some experts don’t believe that
these measures are sufficient and suggest instead that faculty be allowed to choose the years on
which they want to be evaluated. As with parental leave, men use the extended time toward
tenure to advance research even further, whereas women focus on managing parental obligations.
Moreover, these policies do nothing to help the large number of women who are contingent
faculty.
Finally, there has been a false sense of security regarding what vaccines can do to protect us, our
families, and our children, leading to moral distress on the part of faculty with young children,
especially in states that proscribe vaccine and mask mandates. While hundreds of universities
across the country have required that all staff, faculty, and students be vaccinated for fall 2021,
there are religious and health exemptions, and just now are children from the ages of 5 to 12
getting approval to be vaccinated, with those under 5 still ineligible. Caretakers for children are
at risk of being carriers when they take public transportation to campus, teach in-person in the
classroom, or send their kids to school or daycare. These risks are disproportionately borne by
women and people of color (McCoy and Lee 2021).
The Chair touches on a multitude of challenges faced by women and faculty of color attempting
to advance within academia. Ji-Yoon defies stereotypes by assuming the leadership of her
department. Yet, in the end, she is pushed off the glass cliff, contesting the myth of “queen bee
syndrome” on her way down. Unlike Madeline Albright, who is convinced that “there’s a special
place in hell for women who don’t help each other,” the queen bee pushes the ladder away just as
other women are getting to the top (Pasquerella and Clauss-Ehlers 2017). The notion that
powerful women are the biggest enemy of other women seeking advancement has been
debunked by a number of studies that show women in leadership roles engage in lower levels of
discriminatory and harassing behavior, offer more personal support to female employees, and
oversee offices with smaller pay gaps between men and women than those run by male bosses
(Pasquerella and Clauss-Ehlers 2017). When Elliott leads a vote of no confidence in Ji-Yoon,
simultaneously offering to serve a third term as chair, Ji-Yoon counters by nominating Joan as
chair, a position that comes with an office.
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Ji-Yoon’s grand gesture communicates the need to begin reimagining and revolutionizing higher
education in ways that reframe what it means to be a good leader, teacher, and practitioner,
destabilizing existing norms and centering women’s authentic leadership. It also calls upon
women to actively pursue social efficacy, social modeling, and mentoring in order to attain
leadership positions and serve as change agents. However, as Ford (2016) argues, this must be
accompanied by structural changes that align the academy with the lived experience of a
diversified faculty, as opposed to reward systems that privilege masculine behavior and reify the
separation of the public and private spheres in which women continue to do the majority of
unpaid domestic work.
In addition to improving access to childcare, parental leave, the creation of lactation centers on
campuses, greater job flexibility, and the increased use of virtual meetings, procedural changes
must be implemented to promote equity in hiring and promotion. This might involve awarding
credit in the promotion and tenure process for engaging in High Impact Practices that position
students for success in work, citizenship, and life, including teaching first-year seminars;
facilitating undergraduate research and internships; offering writing intensive courses;
participating in the informal mentoring and advising of students, meeting with them inside and
outside of the classroom; supervising capstone or senior projects; and fostering communitybased and service learning projects.
Further, now more than ever, as colleges and universities face burgeoning public skepticism
around the value of a college degree, alongside the prospect of a lost generation of students due
to COVID-19 and the ensuing financial crisis, they must serve as anchor institutions,
demonstrating that their success is inextricably linked to the psychological, social, economic,
health, and educational well-being of the communities in which they are located. This requires
recognizing the work of public intellectuals and rewarding humanistic practices both inside and
outside of the academy. Acknowledging these contributions, in addition to research and
scholarship, and establishing systematic performance guidelines and benchmarks, are critical for
ensuring fair and transparent workload assignments and practices.
As a means of confronting hidden biases, we also need to validate authentic forms of leadership
that involve self-awareness, balanced processing, internalized moral perspective, and relational
transparency. Rather than personalizing environmental assumptions, we must understand
limitations that reflect hidden biases and promote organizational understanding from the
viewpoint of structural, rather than internal, dynamics. We must also reinforce that validation is
an individual as well as institutional responsibility, and those who are already privileged are the
most empowered to enact it. Validation can include amplifying another’s unheard perspective,
recognizing and rewarding previously unaccounted for work, muting expressions of racism and
sexism, mitigating permission structures that allow hateful speech, acknowledging that, in
academia and elsewhere, both words and sticks and stones can have a negative impact.
In A Leadership Guide for Women in Higher Education, Council of Independent Colleges
president Marjorie Hass (2021) outlines the ways in which women’s leadership in the academy,
despite the obstacles, is not only possible but essential to dismantling barriers and creating a
more level playing field. Pointing to Mary L. Bucklin’s essay, “Madame President: Gender’s
Impact in the Presidential Suite,” Hass (2021) notes the reluctance on the part of women in
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leadership roles to identify situations in which gender dynamics impacted their situations, instead
turning to the challenges of other women presidents. Breaking the silence around everyday
sexism and the unwritten rules in academia that perpetuate gender biases is an equity imperative.
Paying attention to and reforming hidden biases embedded in language use as well as relaying
our own stories matters, Hass (2021) reminds us that while sharing one’s experiences may be
seen as threatening one’s credibility, “keeping our stories of sexism to ourselves reinforces the
idea that they arise because of our individual failings. Sharing them gives them their rightful
place as symptoms of broader patriarchal structures.” I couldn’t agree more. By telling the truth
about the historical and contemporary barriers faced by women in academia, we can upend
hidden biases by bringing them out into the open and begin to reframe the narrative in a way that
creates news pathways for women’s leadership into the future.
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Genesis of the Support Circle
Mangala Subramaniam*
Laura Zanotti
Purdue University
In the midst of the multiple crises and calls for justice that emerged or intensified in 2020 – the
COVID-19 pandemic and the ongoing protests for racial, economic, and environmental justice –
there was much anxiety and stress among people across the world and which includes faculty,
staff, and students on Purdue’s campus. Many faculty members approached the Susan Bulkeley
Butler Center for Leadership Excellence (Butler Center) trying to seek clarity about what to do
or how to plan to shift courses to an online mode and handle the uncertainties that were suddenly
unfolding in everyone’s lives. By the end of March 2020, Purdue, like many institutions of
higher education, had in place remote work policies, including but not limited to guidance on
finishing out the semester teaching online, how to ramp down and support lab spaces, and ways
to conduct virtual meetings that accommodate for a wide range of work/life configurations.
There was uncertainty and precarity all around. Hearing from faculty members constantly about
their fears, anxiety, and stress, Mangala, assumed that someone else in administration would
respond in some way – a committee or an intervention – and waited all through the summer of
2020. And then dawned the realization about why wait for someone else to do something, the
Butler Center itself could take the initiative.
So, to respond to faculty experiences – their concerns about the uncertainty, the emotional labor
they were engaging in, and the overall transformational experiences – and to mitigate stress, the
Butler Center created the ‘Support Circle’ (or Circle) as a support and care network in August
2020.1 The idea emerged from a conversation sparked by Corbera et al.’s (2020) article about
care that Laura shared with Mangala. In this piece, Corbera and colleagues (2020) reflect on their
experiences of confinement and the politics of transition during the pandemic – whether it was
navigating poor internet connectivity, job loss, or donation of time to public health needs.
Corbera et al. (2020) suggested that such a dramatic transition is an opening for higher education
institutions to call for all to reconsider excellence in the academy. They further argue that faculty
needs should be hinged upon an ethics of care. This article served as the foundation of a vital
conversation of what care supports may look like at an institutional level. At the Butler Center,
this led to discussions about the need to recognize the stress and upheaval that faculty were
experiencing and ways to create space and community around the recognition of those
experiences. As we exchanged thoughts, we also began to put together a draft note about what a
care network could look like and how we can make sure diverse supports can be made available.
The Support Circle began taking shape.
Corresponding Author: Mangala Subramaniam, Susan Bulkeley Butler Center for Leadership
Excellence, 155 S. Grant Street, West Lafayette, IN 47907. Email: msubrama@purdue.edu.
Recommended Citation: Subramaniam, Mangala and Laura Zanotti. 2021. “Genesis of the Support
Circle.” Susan Bulkeley Butler Center for Leadership Excellence and ADVANCE Purdue Center for
Faculty Success Working Paper Series 4(2): 19-22.
1
We use the terms ‘Support Circle’ and ‘Circle’ interchangeably.
*
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Importantly, the Circle was not conceived to duplicate or replace the formal counseling services,
other mental health services, or other formal resources at Purdue. Instead, we were trying to
create something different. Since faculty success is integral to an institution’s responsibility, by
extension, that responsibility should be to provide care and support to the whole community. It is
about resilience and vulnerability and the myriad of experiences within and across this spectrum.
The Circle, aimed at faculty, connects, builds ties, and provides opportunities to share
experiences about experiences, stresses, uncertainties, and coping in these times. The goal of the
Support Circle is to promote a culture of care on campus and cultivate a space where faculty can
share and discuss various aspects of their well-being. As the original moment the Support Circle
was conceived during a period where time availability, level of commitments, and work-life
burdens were volatile and accelerating; we aimed to create a space that had a consistent structure
of support but where access to faculty allies or resources were informal, flexible, and with no
burdensome time commitments needed from the faculty. Such a support mechanism is much
needed for faculty, particularly in the wake of the pandemic and the strain and pressure being felt
by all, especially faculty of color. It started as a one-year initiative and continues.
Structure of the Support Circle
The Support Circle has a loose but formalized structure. The Circle takes an integrated approach
to care and support and seeks to provide channels for faculty to discuss emotional, career, social,
intellectual, creative, and environmental wellness. It was intentionally created as an informal and
flexible space in contrast to the formal initiatives and programs that often check boxes but do not
facilitate sharing experiences, vulnerabilities, and fears. In this way, we aimed for the Support
Circle to operate akin to processes of consciousness raising, which can contribute to a greater
sense of belonging and courage for faculty to face the uncertainties that people across campuses
and the world are encountering.
The Circle also was cultivated to foster diverse forms of support in the academy. In this way, the
Circle complements the Coaching and Resource Network (CRN) started in 2019 and offers a
peer support circle of faculty colleagues who will listen to and talk with faculty about their
concerns. In complement to the CRN, the Support Circle is a network comprised of two cochairs and six Faculty Allies from across campus of diverse positionalities, ranks, and
disciplinary homes. Importantly, we intentionally decided to generate a circle of allies who were
already tenured and who already had – either informally or formally – practiced diverse forms of
support and care in their work/life balance. Recognizing that faculty in the pandemic may have
questions or concerns they did not feel comfortable sharing in their department and/or were
hesitant to ask in more official spaces of the open town hall question and answer sessions held by
diverse university offices during the pandemic, the Circle was meant to serve as an alternative
space where faculty could reach out, ask questions, and find support. Faculty Allies have
completed Safe Zone Training and a short workshop on Bias or Inclusive Academic Workspaces
offered by the Butler Center. Additionally, we asked Allies to attend the workshop, “How Can
Professors Practice Resilience with Vulnerability in the Academic Context?” offered as part of
the Butler Center Conference of Assistant Professors on Oct 7, 2020.
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Faculty can engage the Circle in three ways: attending one of the monthly sessions, reaching out
directly to a Faculty Ally, or asynchronously engaging the resources posted on the Support
Circle website. In 2020-2021, the monthly offerings and dynamic drop-in sessions were open
that faculty allies hosted for anyone who wanted to join. As the Circle was created in response to
changing circumstances, the available sessions later incorporated different brownbag talks from
the allies, who discussed different aspects of care and support through the pandemic. For
example, Karen Foli hosted a discussion on trauma-informed educational practices (TIEP) and
Aparajita Sagar on diverse forms of mentorship, both of which have been developed into papers,
featured in this special issue.
Foli, for example, in her piece, highlights how her engagement with TIEP took on additional
importance in the pandemic as she employed this framework to teach and support graduate
frontline nursing students during a required class at the height of the initial months of the
pandemic. Her piece beautifully charts how she prioritized providing psychological safety in her
course planning and enactment through valuing trustworthiness and transparency, collaboration
and mutuality, and attention to the culture of nursing, among others. Her article is packed with
detailed information on how she enacted these principles in practice. For example, activities such
as supportive weekly email messages, low-risk participation, and multiple choices and pathways
to complete work are just a few of the many strategies that Foli discusses in her article. She
concludes with an opening, rather than closing, noting how scholars and teachers can engage in
such a practice.
Sagar focuses on examining diverse forms of mentoring in the academy, exploring hierarchical,
dyadic mentoring, group mentoring, and peer mentoring. In so doing, Sagar draws attention to
the limitations of one of the more common forms of mentoring offered at institutions of higher
education – hierarchical, dyadic mentoring. This form of mentoring, she shows, can reproduce
and amplify power differentials and cause more stress instead of the improved academic
experience for the mentee. Drawing upon recent literature, Sagar also shows how dyadic forms
of group mentoring and peer mentoring, although different and distinctive, can increase agency
of the mentee and significantly reduce the gatekeeping facets of hierarchal mentoring, and
provide faculty with alternative, more supportive mentoring experiences. Importantly, Sagar
notes that peer mentoring is critical for faculty needs that are “routinely rendered invisible in the
academy.”
Since the initial format of open brownbag style sessions were met with success, we sought to
expand the types of monthly offerings of the Support Circle in the 2021-2022 academic year.
This took place in tandem with the Women’s Global Health Initiative (WGHI), Purdue
University. In the early summer of 2021, Professors Dorothy Teegarden and Ulrike Dydak,
Director and Associate Director of the Women’s Global Health Initiative - through Richard
Kuhn, The Trent and Judith Anderson Distinguished Professor of Biological Sciences –
approached the Butler Center to collaborate and partner. This new partnership, combined with
the discussions amongst the initial faculty allies, led to planning for more specific topical
sessions in 2021-22.
In fall 2021 (the current semester), the Support Circle series started with a formal announcement
by Purdue’s Provost, Jay Akridge, of WGHI joining as a collaborative partner for this (Support
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Circle) initiative. In this first kick-off session, Support Circle Allies and WGHI partners shared
how they prepare for the academic year. The panelists discussed questions such as, what are
some of the resources you lean on heavily throughout the academic year that you always share
out? What are your biggest challenges at the start of each semester, and how do you prepare for
them? What are some of the ways you plan for supporting or acknowledging others? A recording
of this session is available here.
In October 2021, a panel of six faculty members serving in various leadership positions such as
heads and directors of centers outlined their responsibilities and how those relate to
understanding culture, colleagues, and support, and how they interface with other leaders. Two
vignettes created by the Faculty Allies were discussed regarding realistic expectations of how
their position functions and where additional support may reside. Additionally, a workshop,
Amplify Women and Gender Initiative, was offered on a virtual platform. Recording of the
session is available here.
In November, our WGHI collaborators set up a panel discussion on wellness by five faculty
members. Focusing on mental health in academia, the conversation highlighted the stress and
anxiety felt by women faculty in the hyper-competitive environment of academic research. The
researchers offered their perspectives on the issues and shared practical tips for staying balanced
to achieve work-life fulfillment. Theresa Mayer, Purdue’s Executive Vice President for Research
and Partnerships made remarks and attended the session. Recording of the session is available
here.
The final Support Circle event titled, Confronting Stereotyping, Prejudice, and Bias, is a session
with Margo Monteith, Distinguished Professor of Social Psychology, College of Health &
Human Services at Purdue University. The discussion focused on how to confront effectively
and factors that influence both confrontation’s effectiveness for reducing bias and the social
costs of confronting.
We have plans to continue the Support Circle’s topical sessions in Spring 2022. The lineup
includes handling privilege, managing adversity, and possibly a workshop for mitigating stress.
As the Support Circle continues to put on different events and resources, we hope that these
various and dynamic offerings will provide faculty multiple pathways to find support and care
when facing academic life today.
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Caring for the Caregivers During COVID-19:
Trauma-Informed Education Practices and Graduate Nursing Students
Karen J. Foli*
Purdue University

The evolution of trauma-informed education practices (TIEP) began in the K-12 grades about 20
years ago, in part because of educators’ realization of how adverse childhood experiences
(ACEs; Felitti et al. 1998) could translate into youths’ psychological traumas and behaviors. An
awareness of how past trauma affected children and adolescents naturally extended to how the
brain, and ergo, learning was impacted. Attempting to mitigate the use of punitive approaches, a
trauma-informed platform was adopted by many in K-12 educational settings, although practices
and policies have varied (e.g., Berger and Martin 2021). In higher education, trauma-informed
educational practices (TIEP) seeped into our consciousnesses a few years later, as college
students’ exposure to psychological trauma was realized: up to 84% of students report one or
more traumatic events (Smyth et al. 2008).
Renewed interest arose as the COVID-19 pandemic created new platforms and challenges to the
adult learner, with plenty of trauma to go around. In this paper, I describe how I employed TIEP
in a graduate nursing course during Fall 2020 semester when the COVID-19 pandemic continued
to surge. The duality of student roles – nurse as caregiver and as adult learner – shaped the TIEP,
as did my roles as theorist, researcher, and expert in nurse-specific psychological traumas. Last, I
present informal results of the TIEP and my recommendations for the future.
To fully grasp how TIEP can be implemented, the course itself and the fluid intersections of the
lives of the adult students needs to be considered. In this specific instance, I was assigned a
graduate nursing course that covered content related to nursing theory. Nursing theory is widely
regarded as the basis of scientific knowledge within the discipline with synergistic ties to both
research and practice. But make no mistake, nursing is a practice-oriented discipline. Therefore,
in fall 2020, my 21 advanced practice students, sturdy bedside providers, were not particularly
thrilled to be enrolled in this required course that covered what they considered to be esoteric and
impractical information.
Second, the pandemic continued to provide a “marathon of crisis” (Foli et al. 2021), exhausting
nurses who continued to see patients’ suffering and, in many cases, their deaths. As an active
researcher in this area, I simultaneously taught this course while in the throes of analyzing
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qualitative data from a sample of nurses working in critical care areas during the pandemic.
Therefore, the contexts were twofold: a fairly unpopular course required in the nursing graduate
curriculum, and student enrollment of healthcare providers, many of whom were rendering care
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Realization of both factors – potential resistance to learning
and students extremely vulnerable to multiple ongoing traumas – enabled me to successfully
implement trauma-informed actions that not only supported but facilitated learning.
My own background is also of note. I approached the class, which I have taught for seven years,
from that of instructor, theorist, researcher, and expert in nurse-specific psychological trauma.
Nurses are the largest workforce in the United States at approximately 3.8 million; women
account for about 91% of this group (Smiley et al. 2018). I am a registered nurse, although not
actively practicing. My practicing colleagues and most of my students are with patients 24 hours
a day, seven days a week when hospitalized. Based upon my research, personal experiences, and
ontological presence, that is, my sense of knowing and knowledge of psychological traumas, I
have developed a theory that describes the unique types of nurse-specific trauma (Foli and
Thompson 2019; Foli et al. 2020). In my work and as a foundation to understanding trauma, I
use the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (2014;7) description, which
contains the three Es of trauma: Event, Experience, and Effect:
Individual trauma results from an event, series of events, or set of circumstances that is
experienced by an individual as physically or emotionally harmful or life threatening and
that has lasting adverse effects on the individual’s functioning and mental, physical,
social, emotional, or spiritual well-being.
Some event or series of events takes place, and these are perceived or experienced by the
individual in different ways. What may be traumatic for me may be experienced very differently
by someone else. And how we are positioned in society also affects how we perceive traumatic
events. In a similar fashion, the lingering effects of the event may be individualized and shaped
by prior trauma. That is, what becomes posttraumatic stress disorder symptomology (e.g.,
intrusive thoughts, avoidance, etc.) for some individuals, may be processed without leaving
lingering effects for others. To approach individuals in a trauma-informed way, Substance Abuse
and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA 2014) forwards six principles of traumainformed care (see Table 1). During the COVID-19 fall 2020 semester, I extrapolated traumainformed educational practices (TIEP) into each of these principles. This semester was surely
distinct because of the pandemic, but there was more. Students seemed to be dealing with
significant stressors in addition to caring for patients with active COVID-19 infections. During
virtual office hours or one-on-one meetings, one student described an extended family member
whose substance use had reached a crisis state; another student described being assaulted while a
bedside nurse; and a third student disclosed that a close family member had been recently
diagnosed with cancer. All traumatic events that are layered within layers of societal roles:
gender, age, nurse, family member, and student. To achieve learning, I couldn’t ignore these
perspectives, these layers of real and potential psychological trauma.
First, and to me, the critical piece to authentically providing TIEP is the provision of
psychological safety, the first trauma-informed principle (SAMHSA 2014; see Table 1). I tried to
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convey a sense of safety by engaging with students in low-risk participation. Despite students’
hesitation, I enjoyed teaching the theory class for the advanced practice nursing students, which
Table 1
Trauma-Informed Care/Educational Practices
Trauma-Informed Care Principles1
Safety

Trustworthiness and Transparency

Peer Support

Collaboration and Mutuality

Empowerment, Voice and Choice

Cultural, Historical and Gender Issues

1

Trauma-Informed Educational Practices
Low risk participation
Clear about time to learn/time to evaluate
Minimize risk of re-traumatization
Approach students in non-hurried, calm, centered way
Be aware of own ontological presence
Know boundaries and resources
Ensure cultural safety
Be organized and available
Prompt and accurate feedback
Make syllabus a contract with students
Clear expectations
Set positive tone; communicate, communicate and then,
communicate more
Online/on-site discourses and discussions: reward community
civility
Overtly encourage connections with peers
Make classroom interactions meaningful and purposeful
Design projects that provide opportunities to complement
strengths
Provide clear expectations for group work
Role model respect towards groups
User-friendly technology for adult learners
Flatten hierarchy when appropriate
Say “yes” whenever possible
Acknowledge students’ stress/symptoms when appropriate
Be honest with student and allow them to orient themselves to
the learning environment/be aware of adult learner roles
Allow for student feedback in a non-defensive way
Honor differences and acceptance
Promote DEI values
Become knowledgeable about differences; ensure instructor
cultural competency
Foster student feelings of competency
Use discourse that is culturally informed and promotes a sense
of safety

(SAMHSA 2014)

stimulates creative and wonderfully “gray” answers versus right/wrong responses driven by a
logical empiricism approach. I was clear about providing a time to learn and a time to evaluate
learning. As these were actively practicing nurses, I purposefully minimized the risk of retraumatization by approaching the course with organization and adhering to the syllabus as a
contract between me and students. No surprises. No hidden agendas.
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To foster a sense of safety, I also created spaces to interact with them in a non-hurried, calm
manner. Since the pandemic was affecting me, my research, and those around me in an intimate
way, I had to use mindfulness to heighten my sense of awareness of my own behaviors and stress
levels. For example, I had to stop at times to read my own levels of anxiety and purposefully
invite awareness of my thoughts and actions. Last, to ensure safety for my students, I schooled
myself on the available resources within my organization so that I could refer students to
additional help. I had to know my limits and boundaries.
The second principle of trauma-informed care is trustworthiness and transparency (SAMHSA
2014). In the context of TIEP, on the first day of class, I set the tone for the semester,
implementing several trauma-informed care principles from the start. I provided prompt
feedback based on clear expectations. I was available, holding virtual office hours in the
mornings and evenings to accommodate the students’ shift schedules, which typically ran from 7
am to 7 pm (days) or 7 pm to 7 am (nights). I again, adhered to the syllabus; however, if quizzes
were postponed or other adjustments were made, communications to those changes were sent
timely. One of the most impactful TIEPs that I implemented was weekly email messages that
served several purposes: reminders for upcoming assignments and quizzes, bringing attention to
textbook readings, and other classwork tasks.
More importantly, I offered support in the email messages, cheering the students on to keep
working, acknowledging that they were facing their professional roles in the midst of a disaster,
with difficult choices and conditions. In parallel to the course, I was also analyzing data related
to frontline nurses’ trauma and substance use as the pandemic surged (Foli et al. 2021).
Narratives of nurses’ experiences were raw, unfiltered, and reflected horrific conditions. I felt
secondary trauma from reading about the pain and suffering the nurses experienced. But the
research findings gave me a better understanding of what some of my nurse-students were also
experiencing. So, in reaction to those data, my weekly messages served as a proxy of what I
wanted to say to the nurses in my study. I imagined what those nurses needed to hear: the
pandemic would end one day. We would have normalcy again in our world, and yes, what they
faced was more death and isolation than anyone should ever have to face. Several students
contacted me after I sent those messages to tell me how much they meant to them and their
mental well-being. They told me they looked forward to them and would keep them to re-read
later.
Yet, the chronicity of the pandemic was evident. My study reflected how exhausted the nurses
were and the waning of peer support due to fatigue and being emotionally spent. This is also
reflected in the third trauma-informed care principle: Peer support (SAMHSA 2014). In
educational practices, I transformed this to safe discussion boards, which were civil, and served
to authentically communicate support for peers’ thoughts and academic deliverables.
Authenticity was derived from familiarity – that is, reading, processing, and reacting with
knowledge and understanding of students’ thoughts and emotions. When grading, I purposefully
pointed out when a student had cheered a peer on or offered how their post had impacted their
practice or generated new ideas. One assignment was to record a presentation focused on a nurse
theorist. When the recorded student presentations were evaluated, I included peer reflections to
create a sense of community. As an instructional designer, I tried to make the virtual classroom
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interactions meaningful and with purpose. I also realized the students were tired and exercises
without purpose would dilute their motivation.
The fourth trauma-informed principle is collaboration and mutuality (SAMHSA 2014). One of
the ugliest characteristics of the pandemic was its forced isolation in many aspects of life, which
negated or transformed what collaboration and mutuality looked like. For those in the healthcare
system, either as a giver or receiver of care, solitude induced suffering, which was especially
pronounced at the end of life when people passed away alone or with only the nurse at the
bedside. Students flipped roles in a matter of minutes, from end-of-life provider to adult learner.
They didn’t need some instructor who wasn’t there with them on the frontlines telling them what
to do. Transforming from a hierarchical structure to a flatter distribution of power, lessening the
power gradient, enforced this principle. In fact, what I tried to do was infuse a sense of
empowerment to the students as they crafted presentations and wrote papers, which also
implemented the fifth trauma-informed principle, empowerment, voice, and choice (SAMHSA
2014). The forced virtual course design did not lend readily to opportunities for student
collaborations and several of the adult learners had grown tired of group work, openly expressing
as much. Therefore, I assumed the role of advisor, mentor, one who was invested in their
success. I received feedback in a non-defensive way; I voiced how difficult changing roles so
dramatically must be, from student to end of life care provider; and I said, “yes” whenever I
could. I owned my own guilt as a registered nurse in not being there with them, allowed to stay
safely at home (Foli 2020).
Nurses, perhaps because we are an historically female-dominated profession, or perhaps because
our genesis is rooted in uneducated, home care providers, our voices are often not heard. I
offered choices whenever I could in response to student voices: some needed extensions on
assignments, some were missing in action for quizzes, and some were struggling with the
conceptual material. For the first time, I contacted students who had missed quizzes, genuinely
worried about them. I allowed for make-up quizzes, following the syllabus for minor point
penalty. I weighed fairness with compassion.
The sixth principle surrounds cultural, historical, and gender issues (SAMHSA 2014). I argue
that nursing is a culture in itself. It’s certainly more than a professional role as it seeps into your
identity. You are a nurse. I know this culture well and could relate to this group of people in
ways that extend beyond the classroom. Historically, we are female dominated, but men are
slowly joining the discipline, and several males were enrolled in the class. I saw their suffering in
my computer screen; in this instance, the pandemic was an equal-opportunity player. I was aware
of minority students in the class and in important ways, the virtual environment supported
inclusivity. Overall, however, I was sensitive to the fact that ethnic and racial minority students,
sexual minority and LGBTQ+ students, veterans, and students with disabilities bring added
layers of past trauma, microaggressions, and other violence that places them at risk for retraumatization.
So how did all this turn out? The answer depends on what “all” means. If it means how satisfied
I was as a teacher, then I think the answer is highly satisfied. I concentrated on learning, not the
noise around me as a teacher, which can clutter our focus: to teach, to guide, to mentor, to role
model ethical values. If it means how much learning occurred, the answer would be more than in
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a typical semester. I found my students striving to do their best work. The concept analysis final
papers, which requires advanced interpretive skills based on a review of literature, were strong.
And if it means learner-consumer feedback, my evaluations were affirming with comments that
reflected TIEP. One student example of the feedback I received was:
Dr. Foli truly cares about all of us. I had a very emotionally difficult semester with things
that were out of my control. Dr. Foli made me feel loved and cared for, she also
supported me academically when I needed additional insight and guidance. She made
herself available according to my schedule, which speaks volumes. This is a very tough
course, but I feel like I learned so much and grew as a person and nurse because of the
assignments in this course.
My TIEPs were intentional, purposeful, effective, and exhausting. By the end of the semester, I
was experiencing several conflicting thoughts. The semester ranked highly in terms of job
satisfaction; those activities related to teaching/learning. I also felt that my TIEP implementation
had offered me the results I’d been hoping for: a rigorous course with authentic instructor
compassion that positively impacted students as individuals and learners. My values as a person
were also supported by the TIEPs, which align with my identity as a person and nurse. At the end
of the semester, however, the isolation of the virtual world, necessitated by a pandemic with
what seemed like no end in sight, left me feeling fatigued and experiencing the effects of
secondary traumatic stress. I was relieved to have the winter break and news of a vaccine being
developed.
Clarifications should be added. Teaching about trauma needs to be distinguished from TIEP,
although some would include it as a trauma-informed approach to education, especially for the
“helping professions” (Sanders 2021). In this instance, I did not incorporate overt discussions of
trauma into the course, other than reviewing my theory (Foli 2021). I did not present potentially
traumatizing content as such materials need to be treated very judiciously to avoid new traumatic
experiences or re-traumatizing an individual (Carello and Butler 2014; Harrison et al. 2020).
Best TIEPs are being discussed and differ based on subject areas, from literature to theology to
service professionals (Carello and Butler 2015; Sanders 2021). Pedagogical practices need to be
tested to determine evidence-based approaches for implementing TIEPs and should consider how
adult learners’ brains are affected by trauma (Perry 2006). There is much work to be done to add
to our certainty of best practices, but rich conversations have begun (e.g., Davidson 2021;
Sherwood et al. 2021).
A final note is that the TIEP that I implemented should be viewed as a beginning rather than an
inclusive list. Further, these practices are not solely for the “helping disciplines,” nor only during
a pandemic. Rather, given the widespread nature of psychological trauma in our world, TIEP
should be considered across the spectrum of professions and disciplines in higher education.
Minorities, such as LGBTQ+, veterans, women, and racial/ethnic groups, who are located across
major plans of study, may especially be vulnerable to trauma, and therefore, influenced by
teachers who implement TIEPs. Despite the energies it entails, the results for both student and
teacher are evident. As I begin to populate my online learning portal with materials, I thought
this fall might be different. But with the ongoing threat of virus mutations, I believe TIEP are
again needed. Then I stop and realize that for every semester I teach, TIEP are needed. Moving
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forward, I will gladly take the TIEP approach in my courses and in my graduate student
mentoring.
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Reflections on Faculty to Faculty Mentoring
Aparajita Sagar*
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This paper grew from a presentation1 I made as a Faculty Ally of the Susan Bulkeley Butler
Center for Leadership Excellence’s Support Circle (SBBCLE)2 on February 26, 2021. The
occasion was a drop-in session focused on mentoring as a gendered practice—what it meant to
the faculty participating in the session, how it needed to adapt to evolving faculty needs, how it
could best serve underrepresented minority (URM) faculty, and what potential minefields as well
as best practices we had found in our own experiences as women faculty mentees and mentors.
In this essay, I build on that presentation with the goal to contributing to a critical conversation
on mentoring that the Butler Center has fostered in the last three years- and that it has used to
excellent purpose to intervene and advocate for women and URM faculty at Purdue and beyond.
While mentoring merits careful attention for many other groups in the academy, from staff to
graduate students to administrators, in the interest of time I have confined the reflections below
to faculty-to-faculty mentoring.
I begin with a brief consideration of three principles that promise success in a broad array of
faculty mentoring practices, and then move on to consider in depth three specific models of
mentoring that I addressed in my presentation. I conclude with some thought on how to address
recurring questions and problems that surface around the issue of mentoring.
General Pathways to Success in Mentoring
Typical definitions of mentoring include the guidance, support, sponsorship and coaching that an
established faculty member provides for a junior member. But I think what cuts to the heart
matter is Lisa Beal’s observation that to mentor is to commit and “exert oneself” for “the success
of another” (Beal 2017:49). I would include under the rubric of such success not only the
mentee’s career advancement, but also her/his ability to maintain work-life balance, find
*
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supportive and collegial relationships in the academy, and achieve physical, mental, emotional
and intellectual well-being. The first pathway to success in mentoring is for the mentor to see
themselves as those who expend time, energy and effort in working for the success of their
mentees- and defining that success in multifaceted ways. But the benefits do not flow in just one
direction.
The second pathway to success requires that we honor the inherent (though often
unacknowledged) reciprocity that inheres in all effective mentoring. We sometimes wrongly
conclude that the power differential between mentor and mentee leaves little room for
reciprocity, and we assume that the support and help flows only one way, from mentor to
mentee, and so too does the sense of obligation and gratitude (albeit in the opposite direction,
from mentee to mentor). Here mentoring itself is seen as benevolence, or even a system of
personal favors, from the mentor to the mentee. This worldview can potentially lead some
mentors to consider their efforts thankless and leave some mentees reluctant to seek meaningful
mentoring in the hope of avoiding a feeling of obligation. I argue that we need a more
constructive framing of reciprocity. In accepting the role of mentors in the first place, faculty
might on the face of it appear to exert themselves uni-directionally for their mentee’s success,
but, importantly, their exertions in the long run ensure the success and growth of their discipline,
institution and the academy. Mentees can best reciprocate by paying forward and actively
seeking the role of mentors in their turn. The power differential between mentor and mentee
cannot hinder this powerful and ongoing pattern of reciprocity. In creating conditions in which
mentor and mentee are always paying forward, we set up mentoring to perpetuate and renew
itself across academic generations, ideally gaining greater reach and depth in each iteration.
The third pathway to success I will outline here is for all involved to regard mentoring as a timebound arrangement that will very likely go through phases in which mentor and mentee would
have greater or lesser need of each other. Further, honest and transparent communication is
essential in each phase, and particularly when the relationship begins and ends. A mentoring
relationship can end when external circumstances change: for example, when a stated goal of the
mentoring is achieved, from the publication of an article to the granting of tenure. But closure at
any point, for example, when the personal dynamic changes between mentor and mentee, should
be smooth and free of reproach, guilt, or hurt. Most academic faculty mentoring arrangements
last at least one semester and as much as several years, but whatever their span, we should
acknowledge that mentee needs might change in a way that the mentors can no longer address,
and other mentors might fulfill more effectively- or that mentors might find their efforts more
productively employed with other mentees. No-fault exit clauses must be part of an open
discussion around mentoring within the institution and academy, and must also be discussed
formally or informally between each mentor and mentee. A healthy approach would be to see
mentoring as a phase in a long collegial relationship, one that could change form and even
direction over time (with mentor and mentee switching roles) and one that can conclude without
bitterness, ideally after a thoughtful conversation about what the arrangement has already
achieved. Communication will be key from beginning to end.
Idealistic though one or more of the three pathways might seem, I believe they are within reach
of all mentoring. There are implicit considerations in each of the three forms of mentoring (with
some overlap) that I will address in the remainder of this paper. The three forms are 1)
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hierarchical, dyadic mentoring; 2) group mentoring; and 3) peer mentoring. I conclude with brief
recommendations on what we can do to ensure that mentoring works to the benefit not only of
very many individual faculty, but also of our disciplines and institutions as a whole.
Hierarchical Dyadic Mentoring
I begin with hierarchical dyadic mentoring, quite familiar in the academy, in which individual
senior established mentors are assigned to work with individual junior mentees, usually at the
local level of departments and institutions. I posit that this model situates mentors as coaches
who bring superior knowledge and authority to guide the mentee, and the mentees as novices
who at present lack the wherewithal—the experience, the knowhow, the institutional savvy—to
achieve their full potential.
Literature on mentoring is replete with instances when the hierarchical dyadic model has led to
inappropriate exercise of power. Gregory Diggs et al. caution that “Neither politically neutral nor
free from power issues, mentoring programs and relationships may actually reflect the power and
interests of the organization rather than the interests of the mentors and their protégés”
(2009:316). I would add that in the hierarchical and dyadic model, problems emerge especially
when the mentor serves as coach and gatekeeper to the discipline; in the latter role, mentors can
exercise enormous institutional power over the careers of their mentees. To cite obvious
instances of this: mentors are sometimes in a position to vote for and advocate for and against the
mentee’s tenure as well as other opportunities for advancement; outside the institution, as
established faculty, they can potentially often network to promote (or obstruct) the mentee’s
progress with respect to publication, grants and funding. Assigning this dual role of coach and
gatekeeper to mentors was common practice when I began my career three decades ago. I see
fewer instances of it today in my own discipline of cultural and literary studies, but it persists in
many fields. If we accept Beal’s definition of mentoring I cited earlier—namely the act of
committing and “exert[ing oneself]” for “the success of another” (Beal 2017:49)—then the
gatekeeping function focuses explicitly on the success of the discipline/institution rather than the
success of the mentee entering and/or navigating that discipline/institution. Not to put too fine a
point on it, the gatekeeping function potentially undermines any claim that mentors foreground
the mentees’ needs and interests above all else. In instances when mentors in the hierarchical
model do not commit even to confidentiality and either volunteer, or are obliged, to report on the
mentee to their senior colleagues, we find ourselves dealing with something like a “spy system,”
or at least the perception of one (as quoted in Meschitti and Lawton-Smith 2017:184). Trust and
reciprocity, the precise linchpins for meaningful and supportive mentoring, are at risk.
Moreover, the hierarchical dyadic model often requires the mentor to protect the status quo of the
institution or discipline by molding junior faculty to “fit” the latter. As Anne-Marie Núñez,
Elizabeth T Murakami, and Leslie D Gonzales put it, the dyadic model often draws on “a
traditional hierarchical, compensatory (or deficit), and grooming approach to mentoring” (Núñez
et al. 2015:93). In the case of URM faculty, if the deficit model requires the new faculty member
to reshape themselves to fit a hitherto exclusionary dynamic, then the dynamic remains as
exclusionary as before, even if a little room is made for (the now remolded) member. We witness
a loss of potential when mentoring seeks not only to clone existing faculty but also to assimilate
new faculty to the extant culture of the institution and discipline, rather than transform the latter
so as to ensure that new mentees can leave their imprint on it.
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All this said, however, the dyadic hierarchical model is here to stay, especially in disciplines in
which sponsorship and patronage by mentors are indispensable in opening doors. The patronage
system is structurally set up to replicate itself, in that one survives only by playing by, and thus
further entrenching, the rules. Without institutionally-supported efforts to at least supplement
hierarchical mentoring with more egalitarian options (some of which I will address later),
inequities might conceivably stifle any positive impact of mentoring while also further
consolidating inequities. For example, in the context of the mentoring of women in STEM,
Viviana Meschitti and Helen Lawton Smith (2017) note that “white male mentors may be better
networked” than others, and sought as mentors by women for that very reason—even though
“the rationale of mentoring is to challenge existing structures of power and paternalistic
relationships, and not to replicate them” (172). Until those structures are transformed, however,
women faculty in STEM must work with the mentoring options available. Hence “the need to
promote formal mentoring programs for women: because of the power of existing networks, men
are more likely to benefit from informal opportunities, while women and minorities, in absence
of formal programs, might not have any opportunity at all” (Meschitti and Lawton Smith
2017:172). In view of the gendered gatekeeping that has famously kept women as well as URM
out of the loop or limited their advance in some fields, the dyadic model, for all its drawbacks,
might be one of few mentoring options available and cannot simply be wished away.
It might take one or more academic generations to achieve much-needed meaningful and
structural transformation of the dyadic hierarchical model. Until that point, however, all those
presently bound to this model (but possibly now possessing, through seniority, some agency
within it) must seek opportunities to push back so as to better serve the needs of mentees.
Meaningful mentoring within the model usually requires both mentor and mentee to commit to
self-training, careful listening, and a commitment to reciprocity. For an inspiring example of the
dyadic model being put to excellent use, I would like to invoke Dr. Buffy Smith, a powerful
voice and authority on academic mentoring for under-served populations. Her short reflection on
her own experience as a mentee makes for especially compelling reading in this context. A selfdescribed “Black, gay woman from a low income background” (Smith 2014:116), Smith worked
with a faculty mentor from a very different and clearly more privileged demographic as she
notes.
I was assigned an extraordinary mentor in the department […] I believe we had a
successful formal mentoring relationship because of the following reasons: (1) we had
clear expectations of each other; (2) we respected each other as individuals with
agency; (3) whenever there was a misunderstanding we would immediately address the
issue; (4) we did not internalize critical feedback; (5) we trusted one another and were
committed to developing our relationship. Overall, we were mindful of our different
social identities but we did not allow those differences to prevent us from having
conversations concerning race, social class, sexual orientation, and other sensitive
topics. We were able to engage in honest and respectful discourse about any topic and
that is why we are good friends today (Smith 2014:119).
I cite Smith here to suggest that reciprocity and collegial connections can emerge against the
odds in even formal, hierarchical mentoring contexts and even when there isn’t an “identity
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match” between mentor and mentee. Gregory Diggs et al. similarly find that while such a match
could be desirable, it is not “strictly necessary” for mentoring to succeed (Diggs et al. 2009:324).
To return to the example offered by Smith, good communication protected the mentor and
mentee from the destructive effects of unreal expectations on either side and it also ensured
quick course correction when difficulties arose. I find Smith’s use of the word “we” in item 4
significant: it implies that critical feedback between Smith and her mentor, when it emerged,
flowed both ways, with not just her mentor but Smith herself free to offer it- a reciprocal
dynamic that comes close to a peer exchange. Communication was obviously vital to this
relationship and as the ending of the quote illustrates, the mentoring concluded without bitterness
or resentment.
Group Mentoring
The second model of mentoring I will address here is group mentoring, sometimes also termed
team mentoring and the multiple mentor model. I include the following arrangements under this
rubric:
 When an individual faculty member is mentored by a collective of other faculty.
 When an individual faculty member serves as a mentor for a collective of mentees.
 When a collective of faculty serves as mentors to a collective of mentees.
Any of the three arrangements above could mitigate the unreal expectation that a single mentor
needs to fulfil all the mentoring needs of a mentee. A wide range of activities, calling for equally
wide-ranging expertise and knowhow, falls under the rubric of mentoring: for example, mentors
can serve as sponsors, opening doors for the mentee when it comes to publishing, grants, and
career networking. They can serve also as informants to those walking the strange halls of the
academy for the first time as faculty. They help demystify protocols that are taken for granted by
insiders but are often bewildering, if not entirely opaque, to new faculty (and especially to URM
and/or first-generation, and/or foreign-born faculty). In addition, mentors can work actively to
support the mentees’ need for work/life balance, mental, emotional, and physical well-being and
self-care. Each of these tasks is laudable and worth pursuing, but the sweeping and varied scope
of mentoring work can easily overwhelm a single mentor. This is not to say that we do not hear
of inspiring mentors forced into acting alone and still willing to do it all. For example, describing
the extraordinary role of URM “mentors-at-a-distance,” Richard Reddick singles out a senior
scholar, whom he names Gia and describes as a “mentor magnet.” A prolific and renowned
scholar, Gia nonetheless made it a point to follow the work of and mentor “a multitude of junior
faculty” at once, including many outside her own institution (2015:52). But though URM senior
faculty such as Gia make herculean efforts to nurture the work of junior scholars who might lack
access to same-identity mentoring in their own institutions, the academy must not be oblivious of
the intense time-commitment made by these extraordinary mentors, nor continue to overburden
them We frequently hear justifiable concerns over the dearth of mentors, particularly in fields
with few or no URM faculty in senior positions, but it should not then fall to those who do
mentor to take on every task at once. In fact, it might demoralize both mentor and mentee for the
institution to expect any mentor to serve as first, last, and only recourse for the mentee. Group
mentoring can provide some answers here.
But like all forms of mentoring, group mentoring also does not guarantee a perfect outcome.
Importantly, it can follow either a hierarchical framework, or an egalitarian one, or a mix of the
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two. The hierarchical version is open to the same issues as in the dyadic model. For example, in
a hierarchical group mentoring model, a group of mentors can undertake an inappropriate
exercise of power that is as, or more, pernicious than with a single mentor. The net effect of a
group of misguided or unethical mentors acting in tandem is to inject greater toxicity into the
system. To forestall this possibility, it is important to build into the group-mentoring process the
same safety-valves needed for hierarchical dyadic mentoring: for example, the third pathway to
success I outlined at the start of this essay, namely no-fault exits. With such guardrails in place,
group mentoring at its best can move past the limitations of dyadic relationships. Most
importantly, it can secure some agency for the mentee who now gets to choose additional
mentors and even alternative mentoring practices. And finally, no-fault exits are likely to be
smoother in a system where the mentoring is thought of as a group activity. The collective of
group mentors can, in theory, stay flexible and expand or contract as needed, without needing to
be surveilled by an official administrator.
Two notes of caution: first, it remains unlikely that demands on the time of BIPOC and URM
faculty mentors will cease even in group mentoring situations; indeed, such mentors are likely to
be engaged in less publicly-acknowledged forms of mentoring and still undertake forms of
mentoring rendered invisible in the system. All stakeholders—and all who participate in
mentoring activities—must therefore acknowledge and recognize the work that is being done by
these mentors of whom so much is always asked in our academy. Second, if some mentors are
selected specifically for their ability/willingness to guide on work/life balance and physical,
mental and emotional well-being, care is needed not to replicate gendered or racialized divisions
of labor. If the institution, field, or discipline routinely maintains a dismissive attitude toward
ethics of care, some effort must be made on the part of administrators, and more broadly, the
institution itself to ensure that that attitude does not manifest itself in the mentoring relationship
by some process of osmosis. As long as the mentoring network is mindful of equity, recognition
and reciprocity, however, one can be optimistic.
Group mentoring has another immediate and practical advantage: when significant numbers of
faculty participate, they create a culture in which mentoring is seen as the concern of all,
including mentors, mentees, department executives and upper administration. Such interaction
can in itself win mentoring the wide recognition and exposure it deserves, and one can even hope
that as multiple stakeholders enter the institution’s conversation on mentoring, more strategizing
and innovation follow.
An exemplary model for faculty group mentoring is the Coaching and Resource Network (or
CRN) initiated in 2019 at the Butler Center at Purdue. The network invites assistant and
associate professors to “seek advice and have an advocate or sponsor outside of their
departments” (SBBCLE 2021) and facilitates long term relationships between mentors and
mentees across departments and schools. Mentoring here does not focus exclusively on limited
career goals such as reviewing grant applications, but instead promotes faculty wellness more
broadly, including mental and emotional well-being, career satisfaction and work-life balance.
While gendering is an explicit focus for the Center and for the CRN network, mentoring is not
restricted by gender, and the mentoring of URM and BIPOC faculty is also foregrounded. The
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network’s success may be gauged by the fact that the University of Texas at Austin and Georgia
State University have signed agreements to replicate it in their institutions.3
For a group-modeling model outside Purdue, we could consider Emory University’s Center for
Faculty Development and Excellence (CDFE) Faculty Mentorship Network. Noting that “no one
person can provide all of the mentoring expertise” a faculty member might need, the homepage
for the network describes its objective as follows:
… to provide all Emory faculty confidential opportunities for support and conversation
with colleagues, by providing access to multiple mentors. More than 180 Emory faculty
from a wide range of schools and departments have volunteered to support their
colleagues in areas such as teaching observations, guest lecturing, research, scholarship,
university service, public scholarship, and general professional development (Emory
2019).
The description includes an important reminder that “mentoring is life-long” and faculty at any
stage of their career are welcome to use the services of their network. It is difficult to fault this
kind of group-mentoring, and I particularly appreciate the imperative that mentoring should be
accessible to all faculty at any stage in their career, and further, that mentees can take active
charge and initiate the process by selecting their own mentors.
On a smaller scale, Ohio State University’s 2015 group mentoring initiative for women faculty in
STEM also incorporated intriguing and innovative elements. In their account of the initiative,
Nicole Thomas, Jill Bystydzienski, and Anand Desai (2015) note that mentor-circles comprised a
mix of 12-15 mentors and mentees; significantly, participants did not always share a home
department or even know each other. Each circle included “a professionally trained, non-STEM
facilitator,” who opened the meeting by laying out four rules:
(1) What is said in circle stays in circle; confidentiality is critical. (2) We listen to each
other with curiosity and compassion—we replace judgment with discernment and keep
an open mind. (3) We ask for what we need and offer what we can. (4) When we are
unsure how to proceed, we stop action, pause, and reflect (Thomas et al. 2015:150).
I wish to make two observations here: first, even when confidentiality is not guaranteed by the
institution, it can nonetheless be an important ethical goal to which mentors and mentees can
commit themselves. Second, pausing for reflection could forestall much unnecessary
misunderstanding, for example when deciding when the mentoring relationship should end.
Overall, the Ohio State model has in-built safety valves in its highlighting of confidentiality,
reflection and communication, and careful engagement free from judgement.
Faculty at smaller institutions might lack the critical mass to sustain such versions of mentoring
across departments, and the group mentoring models offered by SBBCLE, Purdue, Emory, or
Ohio State might not lie within reach of every institution. Fortunately, however, group mentoring
can function effectively across walls and borders: as I will highlight at the end of this essay,
technology enables the model to evolve into ever-expanding networks across institutions.
3

For more details, see https://www.purdue.edu/butler/crn-support-circle/crn/index.php.
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Peer Mentoring
I turn now to the third and final mentoring model I will address, that of peer mentoring. The
group mentoring discussed in the previous section can redress issues such as the dearth of
mentors and the need to share and delegate mentoring roles; it can also accommodate some
agency on the part of the mentee. But like its counterpart, hierarchical dyadic mentoring, it too
can fail faculty when group mentors replicate oppressive power structures, and it can especially
fail faculty whose mentoring needs are routinely rendered invisible in the academy. Three groups
who stand to benefit significantly via peer mentoring are foreign-born faculty, URM faculty, and
contingent faculty. All three have sometimes been especially ill-served by hierarchic mentoring
models, whether group or dyadic, and in many instances, they have gone on to create their own
exciting and dynamic models of peer mentoring. The best of such networks organize themselves
not merely around social identity but also around shared academic and ethical commitments. All
three groups I discuss below have evolved, or are in need of evolving, peer mentoring to
encounter a form of invisibility that is specific to each. Worth noting here is that though they do
all encounter invisibility, each does so for different time-spans and often at a different moment in
a faculty career.
The first faculty group that I believe may particularly benefit from peer mentoring comprises
those born and educated partly outside the U.S. Such faculty, particularly when they are BIPOC,
might not have encountered invisibility, disregard and marginalization in academic institutions in
their countries of origin and are often unaware of how crucial mentoring is as they begin their
faculty careers. Admittedly, some foreign-born faculty may have been students in the U.S., and
might thus have developed (perhaps painfully) a sense of how privilege and exclusion work in
the U.S. But from my own experience as an international graduate student and now faculty, I
believe not all in this group are prepared for the patterns of exclusion we could encounter as
faculty or able to appreciate how much peer mentoring can help. I can cite many instances from
my own experience and those of similarly-situated faculty colleagues and friends when we were
shocked to see how much self-education we needed to read signs and signals, and understand
default systems of exclusion and privilege that were specific to the U.S. (and did not echo
systems of exclusion and privilege that we knew well from our countries of origin). In my case,
it was through my affiliation with Purdue’s then Women’s Studies Program under the
directorship of Berenice Carroll that I began to educate myself on the specific challenges likely
to come my way. This was also the space outside my department where as I started out, I was
welcomed, mentored, and made aware of opportunities to mentor others. In short, I was drawn
into a peer-mentoring feminist network. Interacting with and being mentored by all my feminist
colleagues, but especially U.S. born URM faculty who had greater experience of racism in the
United States, was deeply restorative. The fact that I was able to find a peer network through
Women’s Studies is not surprising given the primacy given to mentoring within feminist work:
some of the most intriguing and revelatory work on mentoring has come from feminist studies. I
was particularly fortunate in being positioned as I was. But administrators, stakeholders, and
foreign-born faculty themselves must be proactive in ensuring that such faculty seek and find
opportunities to be mentored, and whenever opportunities come, to mentor in turn. Peer
mentoring networks are vital for this group.4
4

For a particularly inspiring instance of mutual peer mentoring by international faculty who began as
dissertation advisor and advisee but transformed their relationship into a highly successful peer mentoring
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Moreover, let me note a great need for research and first-hand accounts on intercultural and
international mentoring, which tend to be rare (and foreign-born faculty are not unique in this
regard; scholarly discussion remains sparse on the mentoring of other URM faculty and
contingent faculty). Until this important scholarship comes along, we must guard against
accounts that rely on shortcuts of any kind. I would caution potential mentors of foreign-born
faculty in a hierarchical set up against assumptions about national or religious essence that might
inform much spoken and unspoken understanding of non-U.S. cultures. In particular, I urge that
mentors waste no time and resources learning the foreign origin mentee’s culture in the abstract,
or even from those who profess expertise in it. Even in peer mentoring networks, foreign-born
faculty must be on guard against internalized stereotypes of themselves and each other.
Platitudes and stereotypes passing themselves off as cultural literacy can intrude on and
eventually drown out the kind of careful listening and delicate interpersonal navigating that all
mentoring calls for. Mentors themselves must be persistent in opening and reopening the doors
to conversation, listening carefully, and responding to the cues and feelers being put out by the
mentee.
The second faculty group that is most likely to benefit from peer mentoring includes the other
URM groups, namely, U.S. citizens who have encountered race-, gender-class-,
heteronormativity- and ableist- based exclusions long preceding their entry into the academy.
Their life experiences might have exposed such faculty more routinely to dismissal, invisibility,
and worse for a longer period than foreign-born faculty. URM faculty are likely to have had their
mentoring needs dismissed, and typically are well aware that hierarchical modeling (whether
group or dyadic) ushers in problems that might be circumvented in a peer-mentoring situation.
In the academy, such URM faculty groups have been especially resourceful in drawing from
anti-race and other civil rights activism to evolve alternative peer mentoring networks. An
exemplary instance of URM peer mentoring is the collectivist model of “pedagogy with equity”
developed by a collective of then junior Latina faculty, Anne-Marie Núñez, Elizabeth T
Murakami and Leslie D Gonzales. Núñez et al. (2015) argue that to build genuine diversity,
institutions must see past tokenist hires and stop making assimilationist demands of new URM
hires; they must ensure also that this faculty has the space and freedom and resources to generate
a “diversity in knowledge production” (2015:93). They identify four principles that could move
us towards this transformative outcome. Three of these involve careful steps to ensure that the
research generated is meaningful to the faculty member. To this end, they advocate building
from “conversations and interests” to “writing projects”; working with each other to build “the
practice of self-reflexivity”; and finding ways to “link together all facets of academic life:
research, teaching, and service to the community” (2015:93). The fourth is particularly
compelling. Núñez et al. propose that mentor groups should
…focus energies around the principle that all individuals are legitimate creators and
agents of knowledge. Each person's personal, cultural, professional, political, and
disciplinary-based backgrounds can be viewed as assets. By building mentoring efforts
one, see Mullings and Mukherjee 2018. They note that beyond their racialized identities and immigrant
status, “it was our shared intellectual and political commitment to a decolonial transnational feminist
praxis that proved to be the most important element in our ability to help each other to thrive” (1417).
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and relationships around this principle, a traditional hierarchical, compensatory (or
deficit), and grooming approach to mentoring is displaced (2015:93).
Particularly impressive in this URM model of peer mentoring is that it not only defies the
“deficit” approach to mentoring, it also organizes itself around a positive charge: the assets URM
faculty bring to the academy. By welcoming a multiplicity of backgrounds and experiences as
“assets,” such models bring to fruition the promise of diversity. Successful URM peer-mentoring
networks typically grow organically, as in the instance cited above, and by valuing and honoring
each participant’s potential to generate knowledge and learning, they powerfully celebrate a
“diversity of knowledge production,” to recall Núñez apt formulation (2015:93).
The third faculty group that benefits from peer-mentoring networks is one that is increasingly
exploited today, namely that of contingent faculty, a term that includes all faculty who are not in
the tenured/tenure track categories. The non-URM and non-international faculty in this group
might not have encountered invisibility until they entered the university with far fewer benefits
and typically reduced roles in governance than have other faculty but typically doing vital
administrative, pedagogic and research work of the university (cf. Raghavan 2018). It is worth
noting that there is a great deal of overlap between this group and URM and international
faculty. Andrew Rosen and Jaime Lester (2020) point out that, “The steady march toward the
Gig Academy –as Adrianna Kezar, the author and professor of higher education at the University
of Southern California, titled her 2019 book—means that more than half of the faculty are now
adjuncts, and three-quarters of all faculty positions are off the tenure track.”
In her doctoral dissertation on mentoring for adjunct faculty who teach online, Kathy Beal
(2017) pointed to the glaring lack of support available for contingent faculty. Nearly every
analysis of contingent faculty emphasizes the objective of “professional development” but
opportunities remain spare for many. Contingent faculty also highlight their need for connection
and collegial contact with other university personnel, but yet “they are not included in any
community-building activities” (Beal 2017:51). In short, both needs are largely unmet. A nonexploitative, humane and inclusive engagement with contingent faculty is ethical in itself. But if
this is not seen as a pressing enough reason, the academy must acknowledge that it wins and
undergraduate instruction improves dramatically if contingent faculty are able to seek
professional development and meet their other needs. In the two-tier system of the increasingly
shrinking groups on the tenure track and the growing ranks of contingent faculty, it is imperative
that the relatively privileged tenure and tenure-track faculty do what they can to initiate
meaningful collegial connections with contingent faculty and seek opportunities for
collaboration, advocacy, and mentoring. But contingent faculty, like the other two groups, would
also be well-served by generating its own support structure, for example a peer mentoring
network.
Beal is also careful to point out that some among the online contingent faculty she interviewed
had grown wary of peer mentoring, having found themselves in an “unsafe, unsupportive
environment” with “no opportunities to engage in honest reflective dialogue with their peers”: as
some peers and “high control” leaders would dominate, other members would disengage (2017:
216). As this illustrates, in itself peer mentoring networks are not panaceas: they too can be
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vulnerable to the tensions and schisms of the outside world and to the usual complications that
can trip up any human interaction.
While peer mentoring holds out genuine promise of meeting the needs of faculty who might be
rendered invisible in the current system, like other mentoring models, it is not immune to
problems. The greatest might be that peer mentors do not always have access to institutional
knowhow and strategies. For that reason, whenever possible, peer mentors must seek outside
counsel from trustworthy sources if not in their own institution then in others. No-fault exits,
communication, and continuing self-education could also function as safety valves for peer
mentoring -as much as for other forms of mentoring.
Conclusion
Keeping in mind the three pathways I outlined at the start of this essay for successful mentoring,
namely, exertion on behalf of the other, reciprocity, and communication particularly around nofault exits, all three models of mentoring that I have explored here hold out some promise and
manifest some limitations. In this conclusion I want to consider two ways in which we can best
position ourselves to realize the former and work around the latter.
First, we must take advantage of technological innovation. Tech-supported remote group
mentoring, or digital mentoring, can potentially make a particularly critical difference for URM
faculty and faculty in under-resourced disciplines and fields, many of whom might be isolated in
and thinly scattered across institutions. All forms of mentoring have much to offer faculty within
single institutions, but they can make a particularly critical difference for faculty whose research
focus, or URM status, isolates them in their institutions. Technology can forge collaboration
across institutional and even national borders. Sometimes one fears that while it waits to find
good mentoring options for URM faculty, foreign-born faculty, and contingent faculty, the
institution has the luxury of moving at very slow speed. So it must be emphasized to all
stakeholders that some of the most creative remedies happen to be relatively low-expense and
ad-hoc. Institutions that cannot, at present, provide same-identity hierarchical mentoring for their
faculty could still support ongoing remote peer mentoring for that faculty—for example, through
the simple act of funding the network as a whole to attend professional meetings and retreats
together. The sooner we all recognize the benefit to the institution and the academy of peer
mentoring, the more pressing the case becomes to support faculty’s effort to build sustaining comentoring networks with their peers.
Digital mentoring can operate cross-institutionally and even cross-nationally, connecting faculty
(including same-identity URM mentors and mentees) who lack critical mass in their immediate
location.5 At regular intervals and as much as possible, face-to-face or voice-to-voice interaction
can supplement such digital efforts. Moreover, digital mentoring networks open a step in the
5

I thank Marcia Stephenson for pointing me to the Big Ten Academic Alliance (BTAA) mutual
mentoring sessions of the Romance Language Chairs. Similar opportunities exist via BTAA for faculty in
other fields as well. My thanks also to Nancy Peterson for informing me of the Association for the Study
of American Indian Literatures, which directly lists the following as a mandate: “providing strong
mentorship and professionalization opportunities for graduate students and junior scholars in the field.”
These are two of many inspiring ways in which professional societies have stepped forward to address a
range of mentoring needs.
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right direction not just for individual faculty mentees and mentors, but also for entire disciplines,
departments and institutions that cannot provide meaningful local mentoring. Every mission of
the academy- its scholarship, pedagogy, and engagement—benefits significantly today from
multifold field- and discipline-specific mentoring networks, and from professional meetings in
various disciplines that emphasize sessions on mentoring. The academy as a whole can and must
reciprocate in kind. Consortiums of institutions (and not just individual faculty, disciplines or
fields), should therefore enthusiastically initiate, fund, and offer meaningful support for these
efforts.
Second, mentors, mentees, those who administer mentoring, and all stakeholders, will all benefit
from lifelong self-education on mentoring. A rich body of scholarship, research, and first-person
accounts of mentoring makes for engrossing, and often paradigm-shifting, reading. I believe we
need this literature to grow exponentially and elicit more first-hand accounts from all involved,
particularly URM faculty as mentors and mentees. Notably, we see a dearth of research on and
first-hand accounts from all mentors, including non-URM mentors, perhaps because it would be
difficult to convey an experience in which one is assumed to hold all the power, and in which
one is more pressed to ensure confidentiality of others. Even if that is the case, however, those
with mentoring experience could have a vital contribution to make to the field. We especially
need accounts from URM faculty who mentor non-URM faculty. But hearing from all involved
is the best practice; contributions from those with experience and views in faculty mentoring can
not only serve as fine instances of a key pathway to success, namely communication, they might
help forestall the awkwardness or difficulties in mentoring relationships by offering an array of
examples and counter-examples. Finally, I believe that a proliferation of scholarship on
mentoring is the best way to endorse the one simple but powerful principle that sets apart ethical,
rewarding mentoring relationships from exploitative and toxic ones: namely, reciprocity. Those
who have benefited from mentoring in our day can reciprocate by serving as mentors and by
promoting a culture of mentoring by encouraging and producing scholarly research on
mentoring. The raison d’etre of mentoring is to promote the success and well-being of others,
and as such, it is an exemplary form of collegiality and responsibility to the other.
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Introduction
In the context of business school pedagogy, a business school teaching case (or case study) is the
narrative depiction of a real business problem that serves as the basis for student analysis and
classroom discussion. Their defining feature is a business problem, expressed through the
narrative lens of a specific protagonist, that asks students to choose a course of action (Anderson,
Schiano, and Schiano 2014). Within this basic format, case studies can vary greatly in length,
discipline, and the nature of their supplementary material (data tables, charts, etc.).
Proponents of business case studies assert that their first-person narrative structure is more
practical and relevant than non-narrative texts (Hammond 1980), and that cases allow for higherorder learning goals compared to those allowed by standard textbooks (Mesny 2013). Cases are
also viewed as valuable tools for teaching students how to deal with the ambiguity that likely
surrounds real problems in the business world (Banning 2003; Rippin et al. 2002). For this
reason, case studies make up a significant portion of the curricular materials at many top
business schools (Bridgman, Cummings, and McLaughlin 2016). In fact, as detractors point out,
the case method’s popularity over time has far outpaced research into its effectiveness (Liang
and Lin 2008; Smith 1987). Concerns that case studies privilege senior management’s views
(Chetkovich and Kirp 2001; Contardo and Wensly 2004; Dorn 1999), promote hard skills over
soft skills (Dean and Fornaciari 2002), and are teacher-centered, rather than student-centered
(Currie and Tempest 2008), have done little to slow their use as a pedagogical device. Harvard
Business School, the institution that originated the case teaching method (Dewing 1931; Donham
1922), informs incoming students that they will read 500 case studies over the course of a twoyear Master of Business Administration (MBA) program (Harvard Business School 2020). Cases
from major publishers such as Harvard Business Publishing, Ivey Publishing, and Darden Case
Publishing are used widely by instructors across institutions and make up a significant portion of
the reading assigned in both undergraduate and graduate business school courses (Anteby 2013;
McLaughlin and Prothero 2014).
Because of case studies’ prominence in business schools, cases are positioned to influence
students’ perceptions of the real business landscape (Jackson 2003; Karns 2005). If certain
demographic groups are underrepresented in these cases, students may normalize the idea that
these groups are not and do not need to be represented in the business community. Students carry
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such unconscious biases into their managerial careers (Banaji, Bhaskar, and Brownstein 2015),
contributing to an environment where People of Color hold few corporate leadership roles
(DeHaas, Akutagawa, and Spriggs 2019) and face substantial hiring discrimination in the whitecollar sector (Bertrand and Mullainathan 2004; Ford et al. 2004; Jowell and Prescott-Clarke
1970; Rubinstein and Brenner 2014). It is therefore incumbent upon business schools to examine
and remedy racial and ethnic inequities in their curricula, an area where most fall short (Aguilar,
Bracey, and Allen 2012). The goal of this work is to take a first step towards doing so, by
quantifying the representation of People of Color and Hispanic people in business school case
studies and investigating common themes in the cases in which they do appear.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we review the existing literature
related to the representation of People of Color and Hispanic people in educational materials; by
placing this into the larger context of racial and ethnic discrimination in the United States, we
describe the motivation for our research and our novel contributions. We then lay out our
methodology for this study before moving onto our results and discussion, including our
recommendations for short-term steps towards increased equity. Our summary and conclusions
finalize the paper.
Review of Literature
Representation of Minority Racial and Ethnic Groups in Teaching Materials
In the United States, investigations into the representation of minority racial and ethnic groups in
school curricula date back as far as the 1960’s, with initial surveys finding inequitable portrayals
of minority ethnic groups in elementary and secondary textbooks (Gast 1967; Marcus 1961). For
example, both Marcus (1961) and Carpenter and Rank (1968) found that the majority of
American history textbooks portrayed Black people as either slaves or newly made freedmen,
though it had been nearly a century since emancipation. These portrayals entirely ignored the
societal contributions of Black people post-Reconstruction as well as their place in contemporary
society, feeding into stereotypes of Black people as childlike or lacking agency. The demands of
groups such as the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), the
Black Panthers, and the Anti-Defamation League led to improvements throughout the 1960’s and
1970’s, as textbook publishers included more, and more contemporary, depictions of Black and
Jewish people (FitzGerald 1979; McCarthy 1990; Zimmerman 2004). However, stereotyping and
underrepresentation continued well beyond the Civil Rights Era, negatively impacting not only
the minority racial groups (Charles 1989; Fordham and Ogbu 1986; Garcia 1999), but failing to
prepare White students to live in a multicultural world (Wolf 1992).
More recently, authors have turned their attention to the representation of historically
marginalized groups in textbooks at the university level. Across a number of disciplines, there is
a disproportionately low number of women (Hardin, Dodd, and Lauffer 2006; Stevenson and
Zlotnik 2018; Tietz,2007), People of Color (Foxman and Easterling 1999), and people with
disabilities (Powers and Haller 2017) represented in teaching materials used in higher education.
This lack of visibility contributes to the reproduction of gender, racial, and other social
hierarchies within the higher education classroom; even in the confines of the most liberal
institutions, groups other than White males experience marginalization (Ghosh 2008; Grier and
Poole 2020; Margolis 2001; Minefee et.al 2018; Moshiri and Cardon 2019; Pawley 2017).
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Racial and Ethnic Inequity in the Business World
Teaching materials are just one piece of a larger issue with institutional racism in management
education. Business schools in the United States struggle to attract and retain students, faculty,
and staff from underrepresented groups (Moshiri and Cardon 2019; Grier and Poole 2020),
which Minefee et al. (2018) attribute to “discriminatory evaluation, knowledge- and -resourcehoarding, and the preservation of dominant group identities.” In academia more generally, Bell,
Berry, Leopold, and Nkomo (2021) relate specific experiences of Black women scholars in the
context of the Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement, and call for action from White people in
the dismantling of White supremacy. Sue, Lin, Torino, Capodilupo, and Rivera (2009) find that
microaggressions in the university classroom, and their subsequent poor handling by White
professors, cause students of color to feel invalidated, insulted, and denigrated.
Generally, business schools hope that what they teach their students will be remembered and
used in their careers post-graduation. Unfortunately, this can include not just the skills and
knowledge they have gained, but any unconscious biases as well. While plenty of authors have
written about the business case for racial equity (Blackwell et al. 2017; Richard, 2000; Slater,
Weigand, and Zwirlein 2008; Turner 2016;), the United States business community remains a
hostile environment for People of Color and Hispanic people (Dickens and Chavez 2018;
Holloway-Friesen 2018; Sisco 2020; Smith et al. 2019). Black and Hispanic people are
underrepresented in management, business, and financial operations occupations; and American
Indian or Alaska Native, Asian, and Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander people lack even
enough representation to appear in recent reports from the United States Bureau of Labor
Statistics (Bureau of Labor Statistics [USBLS] 2010). The U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission received 32,003 complaints of discrimination based on race, color, or national
origin in 2020 (U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 2021). Black business owners
consistently underperform as compared to their White counterparts (Bates 1989; Fairlie, Robb,
and Robinson 2020; Köllinger and Minniti 2006), in spite of the fact that Black Americans are
more likely to attempt to start a business. This is caused by barriers such as weak internal
markets and lack of access to credit, a finding that Blanchflower (2004) also observes for women
and Hispanic people.
Plenty of well-known American and multinational companies have tried to improve this climate
by launching high-profile diversity initiatives (Stoller 2021; Wentling and Palma-Rivas 2000),
but many are centered around diversity training or mentoring programs that substitute a general
acknowledgement of cultural differences for meaningful change in policies on recruitment and
advancement (Dobbin and Kalev 2019; Dobbin and Kelly 2007; Maiorescu and Wrigley 2016;
Roberson 2019). Though training specifically focused on unconscious bias has been in vogue in
the last decade, White people confronted with their own racial biases often react defensively.
Research is therefore inconclusive about whether training that focuses foremost on “admitting”
to bias can be effective (Emerson 2017; Noon 2018). Ultimately, the corporate diversity
initiatives popular for the last twenty years have done little to reduce the dominance of White
people in their organizations (Briscoe and Gupta 2016; Dennissen, Benschop, and van den Brink
2019; Ray 2019).
Motivation
Given the many barriers faced by People of Color and Hispanic people in the business
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community, progress toward equity will require many solutions. Representation in business
school teaching cases is one such solution, which we find promising in its practicality. There is
evidence that biases may be unlearned through subtle exposure to counter-stereotypical examples
of group members, and that this approach is likely to encounter little resistance from the
dominant group (Devine, Forscher, Austin, and Cox 2012; Madva 2017; Tropp and Godsil 2015).
Students may be especially susceptible to being influenced by to representation as presented in
case studies, as compared to textbooks or fictional narratives, because of the cases’ purported
“realism.” In general, business school instructors find value in case studies beyond the specific
concepts being trained, because the use of specific details, such as a named protagonist and
recreated dialogue, also socializes students into the norms of the business world (Ehrensal 2016;
Stewart 1991). Taking a more critical view, Liang and Wang (2004) argue that case studies are
presented to students as a depiction of reality, even when they take too narrow an approach to the
people and organizations portrayed.
Previous studies that have looked at diversity in business school case studies have largely
focused on the underrepresentation of women. Symons and Iberra (2014) found that fewer than
10% of the best-selling and award-winning cases from The Case Centre had female protagonists,
while Sharen and McGowan (2019) found that when there were female protagonists, they were
given cliched female traits, like being risk-averse and less decisive than their male counterparts.
Soule, Drabkin, and Mackenzie (2019) investigate both gender and ethnic stereotypes found in
case studies but focus largely on specific examples of stereotyping and how case authors can
avoid them.
While there exists speculation that People of Color are underrepresented in business school case
studies (Ethier 2017, our work is unique in that it empirically tests this hypothesis. Our
contributions to the literature are as follows: 1) We develop a method for quantifying the number
of case protagonists from each of the five United States Census-recognized racial groups and the
Hispanic ethnic group; 2) We apply this system to the 2018 best-selling cases from a major case
distributor; 3) We show that, as compared to the racial and ethnic composition of the United
States population, Black and Hispanic people are underrepresented in business school teaching
cases, while non-Hispanic White and Asian people are overrepresented; and 4) We conclude with
suggestions for how authors, instructors, publishers, and distributors of case studies can take
steps towards more equitable representation.
Methodology
We tested the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: The percentage of protagonists in case studies who are People of Color is
less than the percentage of People of Color in the general population.
Hypothesis 2: The percentage of protagonists in case studies who are Hispanic people is
less than the percentage of Hispanic people in the general population.
Hypothesis 3: The percentage of non-Hispanic White protagonists in case studies is greater
than the percentage of non-Hispanic White people in the general population.
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Sampling Frame
Mimicking the sampling methodology used by Symons and Iberra (2014), we used the 2018
best-selling cases in each business discipline from The Case Centre, a large distributor of cases
from a variety of publishers, as our sample set. Best-sellers make sense as a sample set because
they are, by definition, the cases that have the largest impact on business students. This gave us a
broad cross-section of both business disciplines and case publishers, and by using best-selling
cases, we focus our study on those most likely to be read by students. The ten disciplines
represented were: Case Method and Specialist Management Disciplines; Economics, Politics,
and Business Environment; Entrepreneurship; Ethics and Social Responsibility; Finance,
Accounting, and Control; Human Resource Management/Organizational Behavior; Knowledge,
Information, and Communication Systems Management; Marketing; Production and Operations
Management; and Strategy and General Management. This gave us an initial set of 145 cases.
We then checked the case for at least one protagonist, which we defined as the character
challenged with solving the business problem in the case. Typically, business students are asked
to assume this person’s perspective as they complete their case analysis.
After removing those without at least one protagonist, 106 cases from 32 different case
publishers remained, with the majority being from Harvard Business Publishing (41 cases),
INSEAD (9 cases), Ivey Publishing (7 cases), and Stanford Business School (6 cases). A full list
of publishers included in this sample set is given in Table 1. Of these 106 cases, 98 had a single
protagonist, and 8 had two protagonists. We therefore had a total of 114 protagonists in our
sample.
Table 1
Frequency of case publishers in sample of cases
Publisher
Harvard Business Publishing
INSEAD
Ivey Publishing
Stanford Business School
Babson College
Darden Business Publishing
IMD Business School
London Business School
Columbia CaseWorks, Columbia Business School
ESMT European School of Management and Technology
Singapore Management University
IBS Center for Management Research
Other publishers with a single case in our sample

Number of Cases in Sample Set
41
9
7
6
5
4
4
3
2
2
2
2
19

Because we are concerning ourselves with American business students and considering
representation in relation to the United States population, we further divided our sample set by
the country or countries in which it takes place; we report results for cases based both in and out
of the United States. We classified a case as taking place in the United States if its setting was at
least partially in the United States, regardless of if the case spanned multiple countries. For
example, a case concerning a United States-based company seeking to expand its profile in Japan
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was considered to be United States-based, because the focus was largely on the dilemma faced
by United States-based executives, and would therefore contribute to students’ perceptions of the
United States business environment.
Methods of Racial Categorization
In defining “underrepresentation,” we compared the percentage of case protagonists of a given
race/ethnicity in our sample with the percentage of the general population that identifies with that
specific race/ethnicity. This is consistent with how “underrepresented minority” is typically
defined in graduate business education (Graduate Management Admissions Council [GMAC]
2018), and we consider representation in proportions equal to those of the general population to
be the “ideal” case for which we should strive, even if that would mean People of Color and
Hispanic people were overrepresented in case studies as compared to their representation in
managerial positions. For example, Black people represent an estimated 12.8% of the population,
but only 8% of students at AACSB-accredited MBA programs (Thomas 2020) 8.4% of the
workers in management, professional, and related occupations (USBLS 2010). This is itself a
problem that should be of concern to the business community, but is beyond the scope of this
paper, and as such, we use the population percentage as our benchmark.
We divided protagonists into six categories of race and ethnicity based on the practices of the
United States Census Bureau. We used the five racial categories from the United States Census:
White; Black or African American; American Indian and Alaska Native; Asian; and Native
Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander (United States Office of Management and Budget 1997), and
additionally categorized protagonists as Hispanic or not Hispanic. Classifying people into both a
racial group and by Hispanic or non-Hispanic presented a challenge, as people of Hispanic
ethnicity may identify as any race. However, the vast majority of Hispanic people in the United
States identify as White (United States Census Bureau 2010), and the percentage that identify as
non-White Hispanic is too small to have an impact on our conclusions regarding representation.
A comparison of the percentage of people in each racial category in the 2010 census, those same
percentages with Hispanic listed as a separate category, and the 2019 projections are given in
Table 2. Note that the 2019 data are less precise, and therefore 2.2% of people are doublecounted in both a non-White racial group and the Hispanic group. For precision, we use the 2010
United States Census data with Hispanic as a separate category for the remainder of this paper,
and we have confirmed that our results are not sensitive to this choice.
Categorizing the protagonists by race is more challenging than the gender categorizations done
by other authors, both because of the shifting definition of race itself (Helms, Jernigan, and
Mascher 2005) and the lack of clear textual references to race analogous to gender-specific
pronouns. Therefore, our categorization of “race” could more precisely be described as
“students’ most likely perception of the race of the protagonist” (cite: page #). For consistency
with other research that has categorized race based on either last name (Fryer and Levitt 2004) or
first name (Bertrand and Mullainathan 2004; Jowell and Prescott-Clarke 1970), we included
analyses of first and last names in our methods.
Another dilemma in categorizing case study protagonists by race is the difference between
textual and visual cues. The case studies we examined exist as text, though some have
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supplemental videos or pictures. Some students may read the case material and develop an image
of the protagonist in their head based on textual cues alone. Others may do additional research to
deepen their case understanding, and even the most minimal internet search will show pictures of
the more famous case protagonists. Accounting for the differences in both student behavior and
case formats required us to consider both textual and visual evidence of race and ethnicity
present in how the narratives are stated, the supplementary materials, and readily-available
external information.
Table 2
Racial makeup of people in the United States
2010 United States Census Data
Hispanic as a
Separate
Category
5.2%
12.6%
16.9%
63.4%
1.3%
0.3%
0.3%
100.0%

Hispanic Included
in Racial
Categories
5.4%
13.2%

2019 Census Bureau
Estimate
Hispanic Included in
Racial Categories Except
White
5.9%
13.4%
18.5%
60.1%
1.30%
0.2%
2.8%
102.2%b

Category
Asian
Black
Hispanic
White, non-Hispanic
72.6%
American Indian and Alaska Native
1.7%
Native Hawaiian and other Pacific Islander
0.4%
Other
6.8%
Total
100.1%a
a
Totals more than 100% due to rounding.
b
Totals more than 100% due to people double-counted as both Hispanic and a non-White racial category.

We therefore applied three methods of racial categorization to each case protagonist:
1) Last name categorization: We looked up the last name (family name) of each protagonist
in the 2010 United States Census database provided by the federal government (U.S.
Census Bureau 2011), currently the most recent data available. We then divided the
percentage of census respondents of that name that belonged to a given racial and ethnic
category by the overall percentage of census respondents in that racial and ethnic
category to calculate a prevalence factor. We then categorized the protagonist as being a
member of the racial or ethnic group with the highest prevalence factor.
For example, 94.9% of census respondents with the last name “Hernandez” are Hispanic,
compared to 18.3% of all census respondents. This would give a prevalence factor of 5.2,
higher than that of any other racial or ethnic group, and a strong indicator that someone
with this last name is Hispanic. If a name was not found in the database, we listed it as
“uncategorizable” by this method.
2) First name categorization: We looked up the first name (given name) of each protagonist
in the database, Data Descriptor: Demographic aspects of first names (Tzioumis 2018).
Using the same calculation used for last names, we calculated prevalence factors for first
names and categorized the protagonist as a member of the racial group with the highest
prevalence factor. If a name was not found in the database, we listed it as
“uncategorizable” by this method. The use of first names as a signifier of race and
ethnicity is consistent with guidelines published by Educational Testing Service (ETS),
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administrator of the Graduate Record Examination (GRE) and the Test of English as a
Foreign Language (TOEFL) for higher education. ETS considers it a best practice to
carefully choose names used in the texts of questions to avoid negative feelings in test
takers of any ethnic or racial group (ETS, 2016).
3) Subjective categorization: To account for other factors, such as the physical appearance
of well-known protagonists, each of the two researchers independently categorized
protagonists by race based on information both in the case and external to it. The first
researcher is a second-generation American of Ashkenazi Jewish descent, and the second
is an American of Black and Southeast Asian descent. The subjective categorization
process included watching videos or any other supplementary material provided by the
case publishers, as well as internet searches for the protagonist’s image. We then
compared any evidence of the protagonist’s appearance to physical features characteristic
of the various racial and ethnic groups, such as skin color, hair color, and eye shape. The
researchers also considered textual clues such as surname prefixes. For example, the last
name “MacCrain,” while not found in the last name database, read to both researchers as
White (specifically, Scottish or Irish) based on the “Mac” prefix. Though categorization
of physical features and names is subject to difficulties that arise from the natural
phenotypic variation within groups (Relethford 2009) the biases of the observer
(Feliciano 2016), and the adoption of surnames via marriage, the Cohen’s Kappa for
interrater reliability was calculated as 0.971, indicating near-perfect agreement between
raters (Cohen 1960; Landis and Koch 1977). If the two researchers were not in
agreement, we listed it as “uncategorizable” by this method.
One example of a protagonist challenging to first/last name categorization but benefiting
from subjective categorization is that of Elon Musk, protagonist of multiple cases in our
sample. While neither his first name or his last name is common (Elon is not found in the
first name database and Musk is found in the last name database as representing .00009%
of the population), he is regularly featured in visual media in the United States and
presents as a White man. We therefore assumed that students in American business
schools would have a mental image of him as such.
After completing these analytical steps, if two of the three methods categorized a protagonist into
the same racial group, we used that categorization in summarizing the results. We were able to
categorize 105 out of 114 protagonists in this manner. We considered the remaining nine
protagonists “uncategorizable.” The latter was typically a result of names so uncommon in the
United States that they were not found in either first name or last name databases.
Further Analysis Methods
We characterized each case protagonist as “real” or “fake” based on the information provided by
the case authors in the teaching notes accompanying each case. For cases without teaching notes,
or for which the protagonist’s authenticity was unclear from the teaching note, we characterized
cases based on their internet footprints. If an internet search for the protagonist based on their
name and organization returned no results (except references to the case in which they were
featured), we classified them as fake. In some cases, the entire company was fake; in others, the
company was real but we could not find any profile of the case protagonist. In the latter situation,
it’s possible that the protagonist was based on a real person or was a composite of two or more
people, so “anonymized” might be a more precise description than “fake.” For our purposes, we
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did not distinguish between anonymized or fake protagonists. In either instance, students reading
the case would be limited to the case text for information about the protagonist. None of the
cases labeled “fake” by this method had supplemental videos or other materials that would
dispute this categorization.
Once the case protagonists were categorized, we counted the number of protagonists in our
sample that fit each racial/ethnic category and calculated the percentage of all protagonists in our
sample. Because our hypothesis specifies a specific direction in which the percentage of case
studies will differ from the population percentage, we use a one-tailed test of proportion to
determine the mathematical significance of our results (Ryan 1960). If the p-value for the test
was less than 0.05, we concluded that the sample set provides evidence of either over- or underrepresentation.
Results and Discussion
A summary of our results is given in Table 3 as the percentage of cases with protagonists from
each racial group alongside that group’s representation in the United States population. For case
narratives taking place both in and out of the United States, we see that Black people make up
12.6% of the population, but only 0.9% of case protagonists, while the percentages for Hispanic
people are 16.9% and 3.5%, respectively. The statistical significance of the one-tailed test for
underrepresentation of Black and Hispanic people are both p < .001, indicating it is highly
unlikely that the true representation in case studies matches that of the general population, given
what we’ve found in our sample. We found zero case protagonists in the American Indian and
Alaska Native or Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander racial groups. We cannot calculate
Table 3
Racial makeup of primary protagonists in best-selling business teaching cases as compared
to racial makeup of the United States population, 2010
2010 US
Census
Data with
Hispanic
as a
Separate
Category
5.2%
12.6%
16.9%

Total Number
of Case
Protagonists
12
1
4

Percentage of
Case
Protagonists
in Sample
10.5%
0.9%
3.5%

Category
Asian
Black
Hispanic
White, nonHispanic
63.4%
88
77.2%
American Indian
and Alaska Native
1.3%
0%
Native Hawaiian
and other Pacific
Islander
0.3%
0%
Other
0.3%
0%
Uncategorizable
N/A
9
7.9%
Total
100.0%
114
100.0%
a
Population percentage is too low to calculate a 106
valid z-statistic
b
Interval is truncated at a lower bound of zero
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99% Confidence
Interval for
Percentage of Case
Protagonists
N/Aa
[0%, 2.9%]b
[0%, 7.5%]b

zstatistic
N/Aa
3.77
3.70

p-value
N/Aa
<.001
<.001

[68.04%,86.35%]

3.00

.001

N/Aa

N/Aa

N/Aa

N/Aa
N/Aa

N/Aa
N/Aa

N/Aa
N/Aa

a statistically valid p-value or demonstrate statistical significance because of their very small
percentages in the total population, but we still consider it salient that people from these groups
appear in zero cases. This is consistent with the literature from adjacent disciplines suggesting
that these groups are underrepresented in teaching materials (Carter 2002; Pewewardy 1998;
Takeda 2016).
As shown in Table 4, if we only consider cases that take place in the United States, Black people
are 1.7% of case protagonists, while Hispanic people are 3.3%. These again result in p-values of
less than .001. The same is true for any combination of cases set inside/outside of the United
States and real/fake protagonist groupings. In all cases Black and Hispanic protagonists are
underrepresented in our sample to a degree that supports Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2 with
respect to these groups.
Table 4
Racial makeup of primary protagonists in best-selling business teaching cases broken down
by setting and authenticity of protagonist

Category
Asian
Black
Hispanic
White, nonHispanic
American Indian
and Alaska
Native
Native Hawaiian
and other Pacific
Islander
Other
Uncategorizable
Total

Cases Set in the United States
Fake
Real
All
Protagonists Protagonists Protagonists
0%
12.2%
8.3%
5.3%
0%
1.7%
5.3%
2.4%
3.3%

Cases Not Set in the United States
Fake
Real
All
Protagonists
Protagonists Protagonists
5.0%
17.6%
13.0%
0%
0%
0%
5.0%
2.9%
3.7%

84.2%

82.9%

83.3%

85.0%

61.8%

70.4%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%
0%
5.3%
100.0%

0%
0%
2.4%
100.0%

0%
0%
3.3%
100.0%

0%
0%
5.0%
100.0%

0%
0%
17.6%
100.0%

0%
0%
13.0%
100.0%

Asian and Pacific Islanders are overrepresented among case protagonists, with 10.5% of case
protagonists coming from this group that makes up only 5.9% of the United States population.
The small percentage of the United States population prevents us from calculating a reliable pvalue, but it is clear that our hypothesis that all non-White racial groups would be
underrepresented is not supported by the data. However, given that Asian students are
overrepresented among business school students (GMAC 2018), and Asian people are
overrepresented in managerial/professional occupations in the United States (USBLS 2010) and
in business school faculty (Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business [AACSB]
2020), it is unsurprising that they are overrepresented in business school case studies. This is also
likely the racial group least vulnerable to exclusion from the modern business world, due perhaps
to the rise in Asian economic power (Chen 2016) or the common stereotyping of East Asians as a
“model minority” (Chou and Feagin 2015; Gardner 1992) in the United States.
Non-Hispanic White protagonists are substantially overrepresented, making up 77.2% of case
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protagonists in our sample, but only 63.4% of the United States population. A statistical test of
proportions returns a p-value of .001, indicating a degree of statistical significance that supports
hypothesis 3: White representation in case studies is larger than that of the general population.
The percentage of non-Hispanic White protagonists is even larger, 83.3%, for cases set inside the
United States. Further, if we consider the protagonists that are uncategorizable, it is likely that
students reading these cases will picture them as White (Ferguson 1994), given that White people
comprise both the majority and the dominant group in the United States. If we combine “White”
and “uncategorizable,” the total is 85.1% of all protagonists and 89.5% of protagonists in the
United States.
The degree of disproportionate representation is even greater if we look only at the cases in
which the protagonist is not a real person. Table 5 shows the breakdown of racial groups for the
39 “fake” protagonists. White people are a larger percentage of this subset than of the entire
sample, and every other racial or ethnic category, including Asians, is underrepresented. Hispanic
people are better represented in this subset, with 5.1% of the fake protagonists having Hispanic
names, but even this is less than half of the 16.9% of the general population that identifies as
Hispanic. This is illuminating, given that a case author creating a fake protagonist (or
anonymizing a real one) has the option of choosing any name they want. Increasing
representation of non-White groups in cases that do not profile a real person would be as simple
as choosing names that are more common in other racial groups.
Table 5
Racial makeup of primary protagonists in best-selling business teaching cases broken down
by authenticity of protagonist

Category
Asian
Black
Hispanic
White, non-Hispanic
American Indian and Alaska Native
Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander
Other
Uncategorizable
Total

Number of Fake
Protagonists
1
1
2
33
2
39

Percentage of
Fake
Protagonists
2.6%
2.6%
5.1%
84.6%
0%
0%
0%
5.1%
100.0%

In summary, our analysis show that Black people are underrepresented (hypothesis 1), but data
for Asian, Native American and Alaska Native, and Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander is too
scarce to draw clear and valid conclusions. We also have significant evidence that Hispanic
people are underrepresented (hypothesis 2) and that White non-Hispanic people are
overrepresented (hypothesis 3) in business school teaching cases.
The implication is that case studies are one way that business schools are failing to illustrate a
multicultural business environment for their students. Very few Black and Hispanic people are
depicted as case study protagonists, and some groups may not be depicted at all. Because case
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studies are presented to students as accurate portrayals of the business world, the
underrepresentation or absence of numerous racial groups as case protagonists implies members
of those groups are out of place in the business world, and more specifically, in managerial roles.
This, in turn, puts unnecessary stress on students from the underrepresented racial groups. This
type of covert discrimination, or “microaggression,” has been shown to cause low self-esteem
and feelings of alienation for these students (Franklin 2016; Nadal et al. 2014; Sue et al. 2009).
Research from STEM curricula shows that underrepresented groups experience “curriculum
trauma” (Hancock and Pass 2020) that leads to apathy, academic fatigue, and internalized
inferiority, and develop passive resistance mechanisms, including evasiveness and manipulation
(Aikenhead and Jegede 1999).
The effects on White and Asian students are likely to be more benign, such as feelings of
superiority and more active engagement with the reading material. However, a lack of diversity
among case study protagonists may reinforce unconscious biases that will later lead to adverse
actions against coworkers or potential employees from underrepresented groups. Ultimately, the
effect on students of both underrepresented and overrepresented racial groups will be a
reinforcement of the status quo in which People of Color are at a disadvantage in the business
world.
Recommendations for Case Study Authors
Our results suggest that it is necessary for authors to be very intentional in either locating or
creating non-White case protagonists. We recommend case authors do the following to improve
the representation of Black, American Indian and Alaska Native, Native Hawaiian and other
Pacific Islander, and Hispanic people (hereafter referred to as underrepresented groups) in case
materials:
1) Consciously seek out people from the underrepresented groups to profile in case studies,
rather than defaulting to protagonists already in their professional networks. According to
the AACSB (2020), White non-Hispanic and Asian or Pacific Islander people make up
81% of business school faculty in the United States, more than 11 times the combined 7%
total for Black, Hispanic/Latino, and American Indian/Alaska Native faculty (another
11.9% are categorized as “unknown”). Given that White people tend to have the fewest
People of Color in their professional networks (Ibarra 1995; McGuire 2000), choosing
protagonists from among those with whom they have existing relationships will continue
to be an exclusionary practice. One approach would be to intentionally network with
Employee Resource Groups (ERGs) focused on racial or ethnic diversity. Many large
companies have ERGs aimed at improving the experience of underrepresented groups
(DiversityInc. 2018), and case authors could volunteer their time and expertise in the
service of the ERG in order to diversify their own professional network. In addition to
locating protagonists from the underrepresented groups, authors must listen to their input
and accept their feedback without defensiveness to ensure they are properly representing
their stories and voices.
2) Explicitly discuss race and ethnicity in teaching notes for cases where they are salient.
Though controversies currently rage about how race and ethnicity should be discussed in
the classroom (Flaherty 2021), authors cannot adopt a “color-blind” ideology without
harming students (Annamma, Jackson, and Morrison 2017; Lewis 2001; Williams and
Land 2009). Race and ethnicity have an impact on virtually any case that features an
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interpersonal partnership, conflict, or negotiation between people from two different
groups (Hernandez et al. 2019; Toosi et al. 2019). The teaching notes should therefore
include an examination of power differentials and other challenges based on group identity
in the recommended teaching plan.
3) Choose protagonists from underrepresented groups who are in ordinary managerial
positions in organizations that do not have a racial or ethnic component to their business.
Avoid stereotyping these protagonists as either wunderkinds or failures, as either portrayal
has the effect of distancing these protagonists from the student readers.
4) When choosing a name for a fake or anonymized protagonist, choose a first name and last
name most common among people of an underrepresented group. Symons and Ibarra
(2014) note several case authors who changed the gender of the protagonist from male to
female, as an attempt to provide more representation of women, and a similar approach
could be taken to increase the representation of People of Color and Hispanic people.
Other Recommendations
It is also incumbent upon business school instructors to choose cases where People of Color and
Hispanic people are represented as an integral part of the business community. While instructors
are typically choosing cases to illustrate a specific idea related to their course goals, the Case
Centre boasts of 61,700 cases in their library; the sheer number of cases available give
instructors flexibility in their choices in any discipline. Having chosen cases with protagonists
from underrepresented groups, instructors need to engage with the racial or ethnic subtext during
case discussions, ideally guided by teaching notes that provide them with suggestions for doing
so. While discussing race in the classroom may be challenging, a number of authors (Sue et al.
2009; Smith et al. 2019; Smith 2020) provide guidance to instructors willing to learn best
practices.
Finally, the case publishers and case distributors should work to highlight cases that center
around protagonists from underrepresented groups. This could include prominent positioning on
the website, inclusion in communications to registered instructors, and creation of topic “tags”
that make it easy to search for such cases. Further, case publishers should consider diversity
when giving special recognition to cases or their authors, such as the awards given annually by
The Case Centre. Others in a position to influence publishers should encourage and recognize
diversity in case writing, as the dean of Harvard Business School has done in pledging to double
the percentage of female protagonists in Harvard case studies (Patel 2014).
Conclusion
In the preceding sections, we have found that Black and Hispanic people are underrepresented in
business school teaching cases, while White non-Hispanic people are overrepresented. We have
also shown that Asian people are overrepresented in cases featuring real protagonists, and
underrepresented in those with fake or anonymized protagonists. These results mirror analyses of
textbooks in business and related disciplines, and, given the prominence of case studies and their
claim to represent reality, case studies may be that much more significant in shaping business
students’ perception of the world. The negative effects of these perceptions can affect both the
achievement and mental health of students from underrepresented groups, and instill feelings of
superiority in students from the dominant groups.
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Because we expect business school students to ultimately become members of the business
community, inequitable representation in teaching cases can ultimately influence beliefs among
business professionals of all racial groups. The belief that People of Color and Hispanic people
do not belong in the business world can materialize in a myriad of decisions, from hiring and
promotion to job assignments and compensation. Therefore, continued exclusion of People of
Color and Hispanic people from teaching materials therefore reinforces a status quo in which
these groups are excluded from lucrative career paths, face discrimination from employers, and
lack access to the financial and social capital that enables successful entrepreneurs.
It is therefore incumbent upon everyone who writes, publishes, or uses cases in their classroom
to rectify this disparity. Case authors should seek out and write about protagonists from the
underrepresented groups. Those who use cases should choose those with protagonists from
underrepresented groups. Publishers should encourage diverse case protagonists by highlighting
such cases in their outreach to instructors and their awards.
As more and more organizations recognize the true importance of diversity and inclusion, it is
critical that we prepare business students to lead in a multicultural environment. Appropriately
representing all groups as protagonists in business school teaching cases is one opportunity for
business school educators to develop our students to their fullest potential and contribute to a
more racially just society.
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Introduction
The EU has a long tradition of supporting scientific mobility by establishing programs and
initiatives to promote scientific exchange and by putting mobility and cooperation of researchers
as a key issue within the European Research Area (Marimon, Lietaert, and Grigolo 2009;
Ivancheva and Gourova 2011; Leemann 2018). Operating within the legal framework of the EU,
and in particular the Freedom of Movement and recognition of qualifications (Heinz and WardWarmedinger 2006; Favell 2008, 2013; Koikkalainen 2014; Young, Humphrey, and Rafferty,
2014; Recchi 2015) contributes to academic mobility within the EU and to the
internationalization of higher education.
With mobility becoming a more common experience among academics, scholars put forward
questions regarding motivations, migratory experiences, and outcomes of such mobility.
According to empirical research, career development is one of the main reasons for pursuing
academic mobility (Guthrie et al. 2017; Kim 2017). A common narrative portrays academic
mobility as a marker of career success, an integral part in obtaining permanent and tenure track
positions, and – in some cases – a precondition for an academic career (Ackers 2005; Kim 2009;
Guthrie et al. 2017; Herschberg, Benschop, and van den Brink 2018, Nikunen and Lempiäinen
2020). Other research shows that such mobility provides an opportunity to gain new knowledge
and experience (Enders and Musselin 2008; Bauder, Hannan, and Lujan 2017; Cañibano et al.
2020) or to work for a specific institution or research team (Ivancheva and Gourova 2011;
Gargiulo and Carletti, 2014). However, in addition to career-related factors, academic mobility
might be facilitated by personal motivations or preferences. Richardson (2012) found that for
some academics, mobility is associated with the desire to experience a new culture, or to have
their children exposed to new cultures.
Critical research suggests examining academic mobility within the wider context of academic
labor market. Accordingly, due to the neoliberalization of universities, reliance on external
funding, and a growing number of project-based research, academics find themselves in
precarious situations, such as lack of financial support, the prevalence of fixed-term contacts, and
limited opportunities for promotion (Åkerlind 2005; Cantwell 2009, 2011; Ylijoki 2016;
Herschberg et al. 2018). As a result, academic mobility can be viewed not as a personal
preference, but rather as a way to manage these structural shortfalls of the academic labor
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market. Shortage of permanent positions in the country of origin has been long identified as one
of the facilitators of mobility (Musselin 2004; Ackers 2005, 2008). EU-level research shows that
the number of post-docs that are employed in temporary contracts without prospects for
permanent positions is only increasing (Åkerlind 2005; Cantwell 2009). Taking into account
these developments, Ackers (2005) and Karaulova (2016) suggest using the term “forced
mobility” to highlight the imposed nature of mobility among academics. I seek to contribute to
this literature through further examination of academic mobility within the spectrum of voluntary
(personal-preference) and involuntary (necessary) mobility in the context of the specific case of
German academics in the UK.
When examining the overall experience of mobile academics, scholars demonstrate how gender
and marital status may present additional challenges (Ackers 2004; Vohlídalová 2014; Başak and
Van Mol 2017; Toader and Dahinden 2018; Nikunen and Lempiäinen 2020). In her research,
Henderson and Moreau (2020) found that “family responsibility” — namely, providing care to
family members — has a crucial impact on migratory experiences of academics. She suggests
that using the framework of care helps us explain gender inequality in the mobility of academics
and highlight the challenges associated with it. In a similar manner, in their empirical research,
Leemann (2018) and Toader and Dahinden (2018) demonstrate the challenges in combining
academic mobility with responsibilities of family life, and how mobility can lead to a financial
and psychological burden. In this paper, I seek to add to this discussion and document the
mechanisms through which family obligations impact experiences of mobile academics.
The review of the literature brings to light the importance of emotions in migration. In their book
Mobility Turn, Elliott and Urry (2010) tackle some of the myths of mobility, suggesting that a
mobile lifestyle entails high levels of anxiety, stress, and emotional hardship. Indeed, migration
literature has long demonstrated that migration can be a destabilizing endeavor (Svašek, and
Skrbiš 2007; Skrbiš 2008; Svašek 2010). Accordingly, relocating to a new country, adjusting to a
new culture, reorganizing family life, and providing transnational care to the family left behind
all contribute to emotional challenges (Ryan 2008; Butcher 2010; Fitzgerald and Howe-Walsh
2008; Ryan and Sales 2013; Baldassar et al. 2014). By incorporating emotions into a discussion
on mobile academics, I seek to contribute to our understating of the factors that are particularly
emotionally challenging.
Finally, using a specific case of German academics in the UK allows interrogating the impact of
a particular national context on migration experience. The complex historical relationship
between Germany and the UK is what makes this case particularly intriguing. The two countries
have a rich history strengthened by trade, migration, and intermarriage of royals, and weakened
by conflicting political agendas and wars (Panayi 1995; Manz, Beerbühl and Davis 2007;
Steinert and Weber-Newth 2008; Duxbury-Neumann 2017). Most recently, and until Brexit, the
two countries operated within the framework of the EU, which allowed visa-free migration of
Germans to the UK. Despite being one of the top destinations for German academics (BMF
2015, 2019) and their large number within the British academia, motivations and migratory
experiences of German academics in the UK remain under-researched. I seek to address this gap
and contribute to the growing body of literature on the experiences of foreign academics in the
UK (Åkerlind 2005; Cantwell 2009, 2011; Kim 2009, 2017; Antoschyuk 2019; Nikunen and
Lempiäinen 2020; Pustelnikovaite 2021).
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Data and Methods
The paper draws on data from a qualitative study of 35 in-depth interviews with German
academics in the UK conducted during 2015-2016. In this study, a “German” refers to a national
who spent most socialization years and obtained a degree in Germany and relocated following a
job offer. To reach the target population, I posted adverts on university mailing lists and German
societies’ sites, contacted individuals directly, and attended German society meetings. Using a
variety of points of entry, I was able to interview 35 participants, of whom 14 were female and
21 were male. The group varies in the field of expertise and consists of five language tutors, nine
post-docs, seven lecturers, eight associate professors, and six professors. At the time of
relocation, the average age of participants was the mid-30s, 20 of the participants were married
and ten in a relationship, five were single. They had spent five years on average in the country.
Interviews were organized around the following topics: life before the relocation, reasons to
leave and relocate to the UK, relocation practices, current situation, and future plans. Such a
discussion examined migration not as an isolated event, but as a project in the context of the life
course. I have conducted, coded, and analyzed all the interviews, and used Nvivo to simplify the
organization of the data. Coding the interviews involved re-reading each transcript several times.
The first reading was based on a preliminary coding scheme informed by the literature; themes
that did not fit were coded separately. This flexible strategy helped to identify themes that were
not considered at the beginning of the project, such as the role of transnational care. During the
second and third cycles of reading, preliminary codes were subdivided into more specific codes,
while new codes were organized into code clusters and themes. Reconstructing the data helped to
examine the relationship between and within codes, and identify themes and subthemes. Each
cycle was complemented with a literature review which was extended to include new themes
uncovered in the analysis and helped to identify unique aspects and contributions of this research
to the existing body of knowledge.
Between Voluntary and Necessary Move
“Because of the EU, it was easy to move here. It felt so natural.” Such accounts were mentioned
time and again during the interviews and were oftentimes the opening sentence to the discussion
of how participants came to the UK. Such storylines portrayed migratory decisions as a personal
preference, voluntary decision, and depicted mobility as cost-free, frictionless, natural and unbureaucratic. The legal framework of the EU, and in particular the Freedom of Movement were
mentioned as the main factors in simplifying mobility and employability in the UK. However,
incorporating the wider historical approach, and in particular, the role of Germany within the
EU, can add to our understanding. Germany was one of the core countries that contributed to the
development of contemporary EU institutions, and one of the first countries to participate in the
Freedom of Movement. Furthermore, German citizens, especially the highly skilled, are among
the most mobile EU citizens within the EU (Eurobarometer 2018). Growing up in such an
environment may have led some of my participants to internalize intra-EU mobility and hence
view it as a voluntary, cost-free, natural, and rewarding experience.
All the participants in the sample relocated following a job offer from in the UK, which reflected
their career stage and did not need to undergo additional training. Andreas, a researcher in his
late-30s, was typical of many participants, who portrayed his relocation as an easy decision.
While he did not intend to leave Germany, he accidentally came across an advert for the position
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and because the job had matched his profile and research interest so well, he decided to apply.
Once offered the position, he terminated his contract in Germany and moved to the UK:
I came across this job posting for this project here. It matched my profile so well
that I basically had to try and apply. I got the job and I could postpone the starting
date a little bit (Andreas).
In a similar manner to Andreas, some participants articulated their mobility in terms of
accidental opportunity, namely responding to a job advert or a job offer circulated via
professional networks. Access to these professional networks was oftentimes associated with
previous academic mobility and seemed to simplify the transition between labor markets. All of
the participants had some experience of short-term academic mobility such as conferences and
research visits. Consider the case of Bernhard, a lecturer in his early-30s. During his Ph.D., he
attended a conference in Britain and here he met his future employer:
I met people from this university at conferences, they contacted me about whether
I wanted to apply for a post-doc. That was in February, and in October I started
(Bernhard).
Such accounts were typical among both male and female participants, and are exemplary in
regard to how previous mobility, and established professional networks facilitated academic
mobility. Such data stands in line with what was observed by other scholars (Richardson,
McKenna, and Dickie 2014; Herschberg et al. 2018; Antoschyuk 2019) who have long noticed
the impact of social networks on job seeking and career attainment abroad.
Mobility of academics, as such, can be viewed as normalization of professional life (Ackers
2005; Kim 2009; Cantwell 2011). However, a deeper examination of participants’ motivations
showed that many of the stories were more complex moving on the spectrum from a voluntary
accidental decision towards a necessity. In some cases, mobility was a necessity, imposed by
employment structure and prerequisite for career success. Angelika was one of those participants
who linked academic mobility to career development. A researcher in her late-20s, Angelika was
intentionally searching for a post-doc abroad even though it meant she would be leaving her
partner in Germany and engaging in a long-distance relationship for a while. She moved to
Oxbridge following a three-year post-doc:
First of all, I wanted to go abroad. Going abroad means broaden your horizons.
But the second reason is if you want to develop a career in academia you should
have international experience. You want to be good in your system, in your field,
but also need to understand how it compares to other systems (Angelika).
This rich quote highlights the complex web of factors that impact academic mobility: desire for
international experience as well as career development tactics. For Angelika and a few others,
mobility was not an accidental event, but a thought-through, rational decision, necessary for an
academic career both in Germany and elsewhere. Several studies in Germany found that the
desire for international experience was the main motivator for academic mobility (Stahl, Miller,
and Tung 2002; Ognyanova et al. 2014; Bauder et al. 2017). In their comparative study, Bauder
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and colleagues (2017) found that academics in Germany or academics of German origin put a
higher value on international experience than their colleagues from other counties. While this
evidence is anecdotal, the benefit of temporary mobility for academics has some empirical
support from the German national data. Accordingly, highly skilled, including academics, who
have worked abroad for several years comprise the largest group of returnees and enjoy higher
returns in the labor market (Ette and Sauer 2010; Seidler, Mau and Verwiebe 2010; Pantenburg
et al. 2018; BMF 2019).
While participants like Angelica considered academic mobility as an investment, others
perceived it as a way to escape the unfavorable conditions of the German academic labor market.
Alex, a lecturer in his mid-30s put it this way: “Everybody knows that the academic job market
in Germany is an absolute catastrophe.” The main dissatisfaction stems from the hierarchical
nature of German academia and the impact of interpersonal relations on professorial
appointments. Those who did not have a strong personal affiliation or those who were
uninterested in participating in the complex webs of intradepartmental relationships, saw
academic mobility as a necessity, the only way of becoming a team leader or a professor. While
Remhof (2008) identified the “road to professorship” among the main reasons for the emigration
of German academics back in 2008, I find that this aspect is still relevant and may partially
explain why some German academics pursue academic mobility.
For early-career academics, dissatisfaction with the German system was associated with an
absence of early-career positions, high teaching load, lack of autonomy, and prevalence of fixedterm contracts. For those participants in my sample, academic mobility was seen as a necessity, a
way to bypass fixed-term contracts imposed by the system. Echoing these remarks is Mathias, a
lecturer in his mid-30s. While he initially wanted to stay in Germany, the lack of permanent
positions has led him to seek employment elsewhere. As a result, he moved to the UK:
In Germany, between PhD and full professor position there are no permanent
positions. Basically, you do a PhD with 27 and you do not have any guarantee
that you will have a permanent position before you are 40. I decided I would try
the UK. The UK system is different, as an academic you can start at a lower level
as a lecturer; this position is already permanent and quite independent (Mathias).
In their narratives, Mathias and others spoke about mobility as a necessity, a way to reshape
employment and improve working conditions, rather than a voluntary decision associated with
international experience. Observing how German researchers used academic mobility as a way to
mitigate lack of professional opportunities was also found in other studies; Knerr (2007),
Remhof (2008), and more recently Pantenburg and colleagues (2018), showed that
dissatisfaction with overall working conditions and blocking careers in Germany was among the
reasons for academics and physicians to leave the country.
According to my analysis, however, a permanent contract provided not only financial security,
but also a sense of empowerment, freedom, and control, as well security for family life. For some
academics in my sample, years of working under fixed-term contracts have interfered with their
desire to start a family, raise children, and buy property. Theo’s account is exemplary in this
regard. Before relocating to London, Theo, a professor in his mid-40s, had a six-year fixed-term
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contract where he worked as a team leader. Despite having a very productive career, once his
contract ran out, he had no option to renew it or stay in the same institution. The necessity to
move again together with his desire to start a family had led him to prioritize a permanent
contract. As he could not find a position in Germany, once he obtained it in the UK, he moved:
Because it is difficult to have this insecurity. Before you have a permanent
position, you are under the pressure all the time that you might have to move to
another city or to another country. This insecurity makes it very difficult to have
kids. The security is for family, if you want to buy a house for example, you need
a position where you can rely on a job for long-term, otherwise you don’t get a
loan (Theo).
Theo’s account provides a complex insight into the consequences of fixed-term employment
such as financial insecurity and delay in family formation and childbearing. For participants, like
Theo, engaging in academic mobility not only had a clear career justification, but also a personal
one as it provided a more secure environment for family life. While various bodies of literature
show the negative impact of temporariness of employment on financial well-being of academics
(Åkerlind 2005; Cantwell 2009, 2011; Giorgi and Raffini 2015; Carrozza, Giorgi, and Raffini
2017; Herschberg et al. 2018), my findings demonstrate the impact of short-term employment on
a life course, such as postponing family formation and childbearing.
Being German in the British Academic System
Examination of the overall experiences of German academics in the British academic labor
market has revealed a common trait: some participants have experienced occasional favoritism
and positive stereotyping at the workplace. Claus, a post-doc researcher in his early-30s, noted
the influence of his nationality on the workplace dynamics:
I think a lot of the discrimination you get is positive: when people have the
prejudice that you are hardworking, honest and punctual it’s kind of boring but
it’s actually quite good. It’s better than the stereotypes of being lazy and criminal.
This has happened tons and tons (Claus).
Similar accounts of systemic advantage and favoritism within British systems was also registered
by Wlasny’s (2020) in her study on the everyday experiences of German nationals living in
England. This relatively privileged position of German academics in the British labor market was
accentuated in the case of dual-career academic couples of mixed nationalities. To illustrate the
topic, consider the case of Sebastian. Sebastian, a lecturer in his late-30s, was offered a position
in London where he relocated together with his wife, Philippa. Although they are both earlycareer academics, Sebastian, received his education in Germany, while Philippa obtained her
degree in Portugal. During the interview, Sebastian reflected on the effect of gender and
nationality on their mobility:
It’s true that a man has more opportunities, and it’s also true that a German
academic is better considered than a Portuguese academic. Just positive prejudice
or negative, it’s my feeling (Sebastian).
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The topic of inequality, inclusion and exclusion of some categories of mobile academics is not
new. In a wider context, scholars argue that inequality among mobile academics is due to old
hierarchies of national institutions and historical systems of prejudices (Başak and Van Mol
2017; Kim 2017). Understanding such phenomenon of systemic advantage for German
academics can benefit from applying national and historical lenses. Accordingly, until the 20th
century, German emigrants enjoyed a relatively positive image with a specific admiration for
German science and scientists (Ellis and Panayi 1994; Manz et al. 2007; Duxbury-Neumann
2017). Furthermore, despite the complex relations in the wake of the World Wars, historical
analysis of official documents demonstrates a clear preference for German and Scandinavian
foreign workers in the UK since the 40s (Steinert and Weber-Newth 2008; Salt 2009). Rare
newspaper reports that focus explicitly on German migrants describe them as well integrated and
occupying highly skilled positions. Taking into account these historical developments as well as
positive media coverage of the German emigrants may partially explain the systemic advantage
experienced by some of German academics in my sample.
Academic Mobility from a Family Context
One of the main findings of my study is documenting how participants reconciled their family
responsibility and obligations with academic mobility. Indeed, migration doesn’t take place in a
social vacuum. It takes place within a wider social web of partners, children, core and extended
family, and the impact on these relationships may be both emotionally and financially
challenging. In my sample, transnational care namely addressing responsibilities towards parents
in Germany was mentioned oftentimes. In her interview, Alissa, a lecturer in her late 20s, spoke
at length about her experience. Alissa was offered a teaching job at Oxbridge; however, a few
months after the relocation, her mother suddenly passed away. She tried to help her father and
commuted between the countries weekly for a period of six months. Such travel interfered with
her performance at work, and led to adverse emotional and financial consequences:
It is very difficult to talk about Oxbridge as an experience. It was connected [to
the death of my mother] and my father sold the house and we sort of lost our
father because he found a new partner (Alissa).
Allissa’s account was not unique or uncommon both among male and female participants, as
many of the participants had elderly parents and had to address family emergencies. In a few
cases, managing these obligations resulted in severe emotional stress, feelings of guilt due to a
gap between what they were able to do under these circumstances and what was expected of
them. In a similar manner to Alissa, several participants had to engage in extensive travelling
which has led to financial burdens due to relatively modest salaries. Following the analysis, I
suggest that more attention needs to be given to the role of transnational care and its impact on
experiences of mobile academics.
Although the relocation within the EU provided legal opportunity to relocate together with
partners and ensured that partners had similar rights, the reality of post-migration was more
complex. Academics who relocated together with their partners faced another set of challenges,
primarily associated with reconstructing the accompanying partner’s social and professional life.
Irrespective of the gender and professional portfolio of the accompanying partner, finding
employment was both financially and emotionally challenging. The pattern is illustrated by the
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case of Samuel and Sabine, both lecturers in their mid-40s. The couple relocated to London after
Samuel was offered a position. Seeing Samuel’s fast and seemingly frictionless transition
between the German and British academic labor markets, Sabine decided to terminate her
contract in Germany. Despite having similar qualifications and employment history, it took
Sabine almost two years to find a job:
We were very naïve in terms of thinking that there are so many opportunities and
she is going to wander into the next office and get a job offer. But [there] were so
many jobs and so much competition that she really struggled. She really did
struggle (Samuel).
The experience of Samuel and Sabine brings the importance of emotions in academic mobility to
light. While the majority experienced a relatively easy transition employment-wise, the impact of
mobility on the wider social and family context was more complicated and problematic at times.
As a result, anxiety, stress, and emotional challenges were common migratory experiences for
both male and female participants. Challenges in combining academic mobility and family life
have been addressed by some scholars (Vohlídalová 2014; Leemann 2018; Toader and Dahinden
2018). However, more attention should be paid to the topic in order to fully understand the
emotional aspect of academic mobility.
Migratory experiences of the academics with children were even more complex. In this study, a
third of participants had at least one child, predominantly toddlers and/or pre-school age, and all
except one have moved together with their children. Participants with older children have
inquired about the school system and have secured a place in a school of their preference prior to
the move. However, those who relocated with younger children reported to have done little
research before the relocation and found rearranging their child’s life to be unexpectedly
challenging. The most common challenges encountered were lack of familiarity with the local
school systems and costs of nurseries and pre-school facilities. These concerns were echoed by
Jens, a professor in his mid-40s, who moved to the UK with his wife and a child. Like many
others, he attributed the lack of research on schooling to the assumed similarity between the
British and German systems, common European history, and the perceived prestige of the British
education system. Upon reflecting on the point, Jens acknowledged that knowing about this
difference would have altered his relocation strategies and dwelling preference:
I think we should’ve discussed schooling. If you come from Germany, you take
for granted good schools. And here, you have to make sure you’re in the right
neighborhood. We chose the place to live purely on logistical reasons, like how
close it is to the center, and did not consider schooling. We should have. We
didn’t know (Jens).
The growing research examines the influence of having children on migration (Bailey Blake, and
Cooke 2004; Ryan and Sales 2013; Ryan and Mulholand 2014). However, research on the role of
children in mobility of academics is still relatively scarce (Vohlídalová 2014, Henderson and
Moreau 2020). My analysis contributes to this literature and shows that incorporating the wider
family context of parents, partners, and children provides a better understanding of the spectrum
of migratory experiences of mobile academics.
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Brexit - Unexpected challenges
Although many participants have initially chosen to relocate within the EU to minimize the costs
associated with legal barriers, they found themselves in the exact situation they had tried to avoid
due to Brexit. Namely, insecurity over their legal and social status as well as labor rights.
Unexpected events such as Brexit remind us that migration takes place within a specific national
context and shows how fragile migration systems can be.
For many German participants, ensuring access to their pension deposits in the UK after they
leave the country was the most common concern associated with Brexit. This was the case for
both those who came for short-term employment as well as those who spent several years in the
country. Steffan, a researcher in his late-30s, moved to the UK a few years ago with his
girlfriend, and although both were employed, he was not sure if they would stay for longer.
However, when reflecting on future mobility he expressed his concern about how Brexit and
pension schemes might impact his decision to stay or leave:
Again, the conditions are what scared us the most. My pension was essentially
made in the UK — we do not know how the negotiations are going to develop
(Steffan).
Oftentimes, the discussion of Brexit involved an emotional response articulated in terms of
frustration and feeling unwelcome. Incorporating a historical and national lens helps to
understand the observed emotional response. Indeed, growing up in Germany and enjoying intraEU mobility for years have resulted in internalization of mobility, and collision between these
experiences and opinions and the anti-EU sentiments expressed in Britain has led to this
response. Mark, a professor in his early-40s, was one of such participants. After having several
short-term contracts in Germany, he was happy to find permanent employment in the UK.
Originally, he intended to stay in the UK until retirement, and as a result, he moved together with
his girlfriend and planned to start a family. However, Brexit has interfered with his plan and left
him frustrated and insecure about his future:
It was really meant to be until retirement. Brexit can be frustrating for foreigners
and adds to insecurities. We are not the biggest fans of the UK politics and that is
why we would also accept something back in Germany or Switzerland (Mark).
Similar to Mark, other participants have contemplated returning to Germany or relocating
elsewhere earlier than anticipated. Such findings stand in line with other research on Brexit
(Ryan 2015; Lulle, Moroşanu, and King 2018; D’Angelo and Kofman 2018; Owen 2018;
McCarthy 2019). However, according to my analysis, such an opinion was prevalent among
those who arrived more recently, while those participants who spent years in the country, had
enrolled children in school, or had employed partners, were more hesitant. Overall, this analysis
highlights the complexities of response to Brexit. For instance, working at well-renowned
universities, such as Oxbridge, and securing permanent contracts might outweigh the negative
impact of Brexit for some academics. For others, however, legal preconditions and financial
requirements associated with it, insecurity over pension as well as anti-EU sentiments reduce the
attractiveness of the UK academic system and may redirect their migratory plans.
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Conclusion
Using data from a qualitative study of German academics in the UK, I aimed to interrogate and
document the motivations and migratory experience of mobile academics. According to the
analysis while some participants articulated mobility as a voluntary decision, others saw it as a
necessity, a way to overcome lack of professional opportunities and dissatisfaction with the
German academic labor market. Following relocation, I found that many have enjoyed systemic
advantages and a privileged position within the British labor market. This phenomenon can be
attributed to historical relationships between the two countries and shows how the national
context impacts systems of inclusion and exclusion of academics within the local labor market.
However, even in the case of a seemingly frictionless transition between the two academic labor
markets, participants had to manage stressful situations, family-related responsibilities and
address unexpected challenges. By incorporating the wider context, I demonstrate the costs and
challenges as well as the emotional burdens associated with pursuing academic mobility. For
example, managing emergencies in Germany, securing employment of accompanying partners
and childcare posed additional challenges for mobile academics. Finally, unexpected events like
Brexit also contributed to stress and added insecurity about the future.
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